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Preface 

The present Monograph is a part of my research project : "India in 
Chinese Dynastic Histories". A complete translation of all the records on 
India in Chinese Dynastic Histories will, it is hoped, help the scholars · in 
Indian history. It cannot be claimed, however, that the translations made 
in this Monograph are perfect. I have tried to- ~ faithful to the original 
texts as far as possible. How far I have succeeded in my attempt is to be 
judged by the experts in this field. ~ny suggestion · in this regard will be 
welcome and duly acknowl~9ged. _I~ is also hoped that th~- experts on 
Indian history after going throiJ:gh this Monograph will help me in identi
fying the places and names ·of some Indian Kings arid moriks still -unidentified. 

The suggestion of pu~lisliirig this work in a Monograph form came 
first from Dr. Kalidas Bhatta~harya, the present Vice-chancellor of Visva
Bharati University'. He was inS:tiu~ntal in providing _ necessary funds for 
its publication from the Visva.-Bh~rafr ·Research Publications· Fund. I take 
this opportunity to express my gratitude to him. 

In preparing this Monograph, I have _received guidance from Prof: Tan 
Yun-shan, Director of Visva-Bharati C~eena-Bhavana, and Dr. Sudhakar 
Chattopadhyaya, Professor and Head of the Department of Ancient lndi~ 
History and Culture ~l Visva-Bharati. I have also received great assistance 
from my colleagues Dr. Wei Kwei-sun, Reader in Chinese Studies, Dr. A. N. 
Tagore (at present Associate Professor of Chinese at Oakland University, 
U.S.A.) and Dr. Jan Yun-hua (at present Assistant Professor of Chinese 
Religion at McMaster University, Canada). Dr. K. Venkata Ramanan also 
made valuable suggestions in the presentation of this Monograph. My 
esteemed friend Mr. Santosh Kumar Basu of the Department of History, 
Visva-Bharati, corrected the first dra"ft of the Monograph . . Mr. J. N. Ganhar, 
co-author of Buddhism in 'Kashmir and Ladakh very kindly went through 
the galley proofs and corrected some expressions and terminologies in 
English. _ To all of them I offer my deepest r;ratitude and thanks. 

I am also thankful to my wife Namita, who has prepared the Index 
of this Monograph. 
' Mr. Sourin Das Gupta of the Reproduction Syndicate, Calcutta, took 
much pains and meticulous care in preparing the blocks of Chinese texts 
appearing in the Appendix. To him also I offer my sincere thanks. My 
thanks are also due to Navana Printing Works, Calcutta. 

Santiniketan 
May, 1967 

Narayan Chandra Sen 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

I. OUR SOURCES : · THE HSIN T'ANG SHU AND THE 
CHIU T'ANG SHU 

The Chinese Dynastic Histc:>ries provide valuable material on social 
economic and political conditions of India as well as her relations with 
neighbouring countries. These sources have been utilised and translated in -
part by some Western scholars like M. S. Julien, Sylvain Levi, Ed. Chavannes, 
M. Paul Pelliot, and by the Indian scholar P. C. Bagchi. 

It was during the T'ang Dynasty (A.D. 618-907) that political, cultural, 
religious and commercial contacts between India and China became more 
close and intimate. The frequent mutual visits of Indian and Chinese 
Buddhist monks to each other's country have proved to be of great benefit 
in tracing our past history through the accounts written by so~e of them. But 
for Hsiian Chuang's and Yi Tsing's travel records many aspects of Indian 
history of this period would have remained completely unknown to us. Fa 
Hsien's record of India is also valuable for the srune reason. 

The Chinese peopl~, being keen on keeping historical records, have 
recorded in the hist9ry of their different dynasties not only matters relating 
their own country, but also those of the countries they came to know about 
through travellers or hearsay. Historiography developed in China long before 
the beginning· of the Christian era. The records of a ruler's deeds and 
actions, to which he had no access, were meant to be followed by his successors 
and also "for the approval or condemnation of posterity".1 Thus objectivity 
was maintained and there are instances where the official historians preferred 
punishment of an extreme kind to submission to the emperor who violated 
the tradition of non-interfer~nce with the records of the histories. The 
integrity of these historians is beyond question. Understand~ng of this basic 
factor will enable us to assess correctly the value of the histories written 
by the Chinese historians. 

Since the sources of their records of foreign countries were travel 
accounts of merchants, emissaries and monks or hearsay, such records cannot 
be as authentic as those concerning the records about the events and conditions 
in their own country. Therefore, in dealing with these records we have to 
be cautious in distinguishing the facts observed from the things which were 
inere hearsay. 

A survey of the records in Chinese Dynastic Histories shows that 
in the first or second centurie•s of the Christian era the Chinese historians 
had precious little information about India. But reference to Kafichipura 

'For a detailed discussion on Chinese historiogra.phy see "Hlistorians of China 
and Japan", edited by W. C . Beasley and E . G. Pulleyblank, Oxford University 
Pr~s, 1J61; and Ch. XIX of "Sources of Chi~e TraQ.ition", published by Co!w:nl?il\ 
l,Jrµversity Press, New York, 1960, · 
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in the History of the Fornier Han Dynasty (B.G. 206-A.D. 23), and to Bengal 
and Tamralipti in the History of the Later Han Dyn~ty (A.D. 25--220) prove 
the fact of China's early contact with these places.2 The History of the Fonner 
Han Dynasty also records an ac~ount of Ki-pin or Kashmir. 

In the Chinese Dynastic Histories two works deal with the T'ang 
period. These are: Chiu T'ang Shu or the Old History of the T'ang DynastY, 
and Hsin T'ang Shu or the New History of the T'an~ Dynasty .. Fro~ 
the historical point of view the Chiu T'ang Shu, compiled · by Liu J:Isu 
(887-9%-) and others is more important tlian the Hsin Tang Shu, compiled 
by Ou-yang Hsiu (1007-1070). But this does not minimise the importance 
of the Hsin T 'ang Shu as a source material for research in Indian history 
and Sino-Indian contact. Both throw valuable light on the history of 
India during the Tang period about which no record is to be found other 
th3;n those in the Chinese language. But language has proved a stumbling 
block and by keeping these records beyond the reach of the Indian historians 
has disabled them from making objective studies and observations. Moreover, 
these records in Chinese language ha;xe not been fully translated, as a 
result of which some misconceptions and controversies have cropped in the 
minds of Indian historians. Of course, in history some facts not corroborated 
by documentary evidence of any kind shall always remain controversal. But, 
some points of doubt may be clarified by knitting the threads collected from 
historical records in different languages. The 'net' thus woven will enable 
us to bring to light the past that has sunk into oblivion. 

2. HARSHA-VARDHANA AND THE CHINESE EMPEROR 

Accounts of India in both Chiu T'ang Shu and Hsin T'ang Shu supply 
us some valuable information about Harsha-vardhana and India during 
his time and after him. We come to know about the prowess of this great 
Indian king. From A.D. 618 to 641 i.e: for more than twenty years he had 
.to exert himself in order to . consolidate his power and the extent of his 
authority, his accession to the throne of Magadha was · not an easy job. Of 
course, these records do not say how far Harsha-vardhana's authority 
extended ; they say that "his authority extended far". 

It is also revealed in these records that Harsha was apprehending an 
equally strong power to dethrone him or challenge his authority. That is 
why immediately after assuming the title "King of Magadha", he sent an 
embassy with gifts to the emperor of China seeking his help in case of 
necessity.3 In response to this request of Harsha, the Chinese emperor T'ai 

• Prof. Chang H sing-Jang identifies Huang-Chih-kuo with Kafichipura ; Pan-k'i with 
Banga (Bengal ~, and Tung-li-kuo with Tamluka. See CHCTSL, Vol. 6, pp. 39, 40 
and 42 respectively. 

. ' D ~. K. M . Panikka.r says, "He (Harsha-vardhana) even maintained friendly rela
tio~s ~ ,th th~ emperor of China, probab ly as a counterpoise to the friendship that 
Pulikcs'.:;' cultivated with the king of Persi,1 ." See his book CI}titlcxl "Shri Harsha <;>f 
KanauJ , Bombay, 1922, p . 34. 
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Tsung expressed his sympathy through his envorLiang Huai-ching who was 
sent to the court of Harsha-vardhana . . The Chiu T'ang Shu mentions this 
embassy, but does not mention the .name of the envoy. The Hsin T'ang Shu, 
on the other hand, mentions Liang as an envoy. 

M. S. Julien's translation of Ma Tuan-lin's history does not represent 
the true attitude expressed by the Chi~ese emperor towards Harsha-vardhana. 
It may be stated here that Ma Tuan-lin-a thirteenth century historian
got his source material on T'ang history mainly from the Chiu T'ang Shu 
and the Hsin T'ang Shu. Julien's version reads as follows: 

"In the fifteenth year of the Ching-kwan period ( 641), Siladitya 
assumed the title of King of Mo-kie-tho (Magadha), and sent 
an ambassador with a letter to the Emperor. This monarch 
ordered Liang-hoai-king, under the title of Yuan-ki-wei to go to 
him furnished with an imperial brevet, and to invite him to 
submission ... " 4 

The original source, however, does not say that Siladitya was invited 
"to submit (to the authority of the Chinese emperor)".5 The Chiu T'ang 
Shu says. ''T'ai Tsung in return sent an imperial letter pacifying (Shih-lo
yi-to) ". Though we have not in our possession the letters exchanged between 
the rulers of these two great empires, these records prove the fact that the 
Chinese emperor had a._Jriendly attitude toward Harsha-vardhana and _ that 
he agreed to extend his help whenever necessary. Of course, he might 
have had the air of "The Supreme Ruler of the Universe" in dealing with 
the rulers of the "ba,rbarian" · countries. 

3. WANG HSOAN-TS'E'S INDIAN CAMPAIGN 

Exchange of envoys between the T'ang Court and Harsha-vardhana 
m~de Harsha's position_ more, stable. The friendship thus attained was also 
widely known by the kmgs of other parts of India as well as foreign rulers 
who had an eye on the territory of India. Therefore, after Harsha-vardhana's 
death Ah-lo-na-hsiin, who is saiq to have usurped the throne of Harsha
vardhana, on getting the news of the coming visit of Wang Hsiian-ts'e 
immediately sent an army to oppose him. The consequences are well known. 

Some of the Western scholars in dealing with the records in this matter 
have described Ah-lo-na-hsiin as a "minister" of Harsha-vardhana. The 

Chinese word ch'en ~ is to be translated here as "vassal" or "subject". 

The inscriptions on Ah-lo-na-hsiin's statue describe him as: 
"The Brahmin King of Ti-na-fu -ti kingdom Ah-lo-na-hsiin" .6 

-------
: ~,ndian ~ntiquary, vol. 9, p. 19. 

The History and Culture of the Indian People," vol. 3, p. 120, quoted by 
Dr. R. C. Majumdar. 

~CHUB, December 1933, p. 26. 
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It then leads us to conclude· that Ah-lo-na-hsiin was the king of a 
country which was a vassal state under Harsha-vardhana, and the presence 
of an embassy of a powerful country like China and friendly to Harsha
vardhana was unwelcome to · the usurper of his throne, Ah-lo-na-hsiin. 

The two histories dealt with here mention that Wang Hsiian-ts'e was on 
the way to India in A.D. 648 with only thirty cav~ry. The Chinese emperor 
did not then receive the news of the death of Harsha-vardhana. Hsiian-ts'e's 
mission was definitely a friendly mission. But why did he then collect soldiers 
from adjoining countries--Tibet and Nepal-and invade the capital of 
Middle India? It was Ah-lo-na-hsiin's action that caused Hsiian-ts'e to start 
a ·military campaign and invade India. , 

Dr. R. C. Majumdar thinks that the record of Wang Hsiian-ts'e has 
little historical value. He takes it as a "great marvel" or "like a romance 
or a string of fables than sober history." Dr. Majumdar's view of Wang 
Hsiian-ts'e's mission is based on the incomplete translation of the relevant 
material by Sylvain Levi and others. 
· Dr. Majumdar says, " . .. it is intt;rtsting to note that the scene is · 1aid 
in Nepal border of North ~ihar ~d not anywhere near Kanauj, the capital 
of Harsha." · Ch'a-pu-ho-lo which is mentioned in the Hsin T'ang Shu as 
the city besi:ged has been identified with Davak.a (in Nowgong) by S. Levi, 
and Dr. Ma1umdar's argument is based on this identification. But, Prof. Chang 
Hsing-~ang points out that Ch'a-pu-ho-lo is situated to the north-west of 
KanauJ--82· longitude and about 28· latitude 8 · 

Basing his observation on discussions of the subject by Prof. S. Levi, Ed. 
Chav~nnes and Dr. P. C. Bagchi, Dr. Majumdar made a 'sum up' by saying 
that The latter (Ah-lo-na-hsiin) remained in China till his death and was 
Placed on the aven 1 d" · · T' . ue ea mg to the tomb of the Chinese emperor ai 
Tsung"9 Dr M · d · · · . . · aJum ar after making this summing up makes the pertinent 
observation· "It · · • · is equally difficult to account for the posthumous honours 
sChhio~ to the rebellious Indian ruler guilty of wanton violence against the 

nese ambassador." ' · 
In fact Ah-lo-na h ·· , . . h f h t b 

f 
' - sun s statue was not placed under t e gate o t e om 

o emperor T'ai T · f 
th 

. sung as a mark of any honour It was rather a display o 
e victory co "d d · • . . nsi ere very significant oy the Chinese emperor and his 

nurusters. It may b • .. , l d 
th al 

. e pomted out here. that Ah-lo-na-hsun s statue was pace 
ere ong with th h 
d 

· K e statues of Srong-btsan Sgam-po and the rulers of Kuc a 
an ao-ch'ang (T rf ' th · u an). Instances of such display of statues of e 

, .All the quotati f . . . ____ _, . h . and 
of the History ons rom Dr. Majumdar are to be fowiu. m c apters ·1x . x 
Vidya Bhavana.and Culture of the Indian People, vot. 3, published by the Bharauya 

• Prof. Chang Hs· . · 
cartographer l sh· z lllg-laag's. identification is based on a map drawn by the Japanese 

0 
1 awa 

Dr. P. C Ba hii d . 
China till his death g: writes, "The Indian usurper, Aru~asva ( ?) rema ine ~n 
the side of the sta tu tld was given posthumous honours. His statue was set up Y 
Turlan etc. The es of king Srongbtsan Sgam-po and those of the kings of Kucha, 
T'ai-t.song." See S~~~e ':"as placed on the avenue leading to the tomb of Emperor 

ndian Studies, vol. 1, part 2, P· 69. 



defeated rulers or chiefs are to be fol,llld in Chinese history. Ah-lo-na-hsiin, 
whoever he might be, faced a fate as was generally meted to any prisoner 
of war. He was not an exception to this. At least there is no record either 
in the Chiu Tang Shu or in the Hsin T'ang Shu to show that any honour 
was conferred on Ah-lo-na-hsiin . 

. Further, it may be explained here that the fact that Wang Hslian-ts'e 
"won an easy and complete victory" over "the great king who sat on Harsha'~ 
throne" became possible by the fact, to quote Dr. Majumdar's own words, 
''.that Harsha's death was followed by political disintegration and rise of 
ambitious chiefs who scrambled for· the inheritance of the vast empire 
left without any strong or legitimate heir." As such, Ah-lo-na-hsiin did 
not get the full support either from the army of the late king or from the 
rulers of the adjoining kingdoms including the chiefs of the vassal states 
who submitted to Harsha-vardhana but defied his successor-an usurper of 

the throne. _ 
Wang Hsii.an-ts'e's invasion is not accepted by some scholars on the 

ground that "It remains uncorroborated from any Tibetan_ source," and 
that it finds "no mention in any N apalese record" too. 10 

• It --may be pointed 
out here that "The Red Annals" (Deb-ther dMar-po), composed by Mi'i 
bdag-~ Kun-dga'rdo-rJe in 134611 has. the following statement: 

"T'ai Tsupg sent an envoy to India. That Magadha was to 
be conquered was heard by the Tibetans, who then sent soldiers 
and Magadha was conquered."12 

But, "The :Blue Annals" (Deb-ther snon-po), composed by Gos lo-tsa-ba 
gZon-nu-dpal between 1476 and 1478 A.D. does not mention any such 
event.13 * 

4. THE ,IDENTIFIC1TION OF Kl-PIN 

According to Dr. P. C. Bagchi the identification of Ki-pin (modem 
pronunciation Chi-pin) "is of great importance for the history of the Saka 
period of Indian History."14 A quesJion may rightly be asked as to why the 
accounts of Ki-pin are included in our translation when, according to some · 
scholars, it is more or less an established fact that coming to the T'ang 

10 Dr. Sudhakar Chattopadhyaya: "Early History of North India (200 B.C.
A.D. 650) ." Dr. Chattopadhyaya's view is based on L. Petech's "A Study on the 
Chronicles of Ladakh." 

11 See "The Blue Annals" edited and translated b:y G. N. Roerich. 
" This quotation is to be found in the Tibetan version of "The Red Annals" 

printed and published by the Institute of Tibetology, Gangtok, 1961. This particular 
portion ha_s been translated with the help of Prof. C. ·R. Lama of the Department 
of Indo-T1betan Studies, Visva-Bharati University, Santi.ruketan. 

"Sec G. N. Roerich's translation of "The Blue Annals". 
* See Additional Notes. 
" Sino-Indian Studies, vol,. 3, part I, p. 43. 



period Ki-pin was being referred not to Kashmir but to Kapisa. But I think 
the controversy in regard to the identification of the country of Ki-pin as 
recorded in the T'ang Annals should also be kept open for further discussion 
and research. 

It was Prof. Sylvain Levi who first disassociated the name Ki-pin from 
Kashmir during . the Tang period. Ed. Chavannes supported his views and 
said, "From the period of the Han to that of Northern Wei, the name 
Chi-pin applies only and always to Kashmir, as proved in several ways by 
the travels of the Buddhist pilgrims. It is only in the T'ang period that 
the name Chi-pin is rather unhappily con~~cted with the name Kapisa, and 
serves henceforward to indicate this last country."15 Pelliot also holds the 
same view. 

After quoting various Chinese records-biographical accounts of Indian 
and Chinese monks, geographical and historic~ texts and translation of 
Buddhist texts in Chinese-Dr. Bagchi came to this conclusion : "From the 

. be~~ning of the 7th century the Chinese official records begin to distinguish 
Kz~pin _from Kashmir and locate it in Afganistan. The reason of this con
fusion is not quite clear. It- seems that the name of Kashmir began to be 
transliterated more faithfullyi as Kia-she-mi-lo._ Hiuan-tsang also gives this 
translite~a~on but he· was evidently following as established cust?~· The 
pronunciation of Chinese characters had also considerably changed smce early 
times and it was impossibre to recognise Kasmir in Ki-pin in the 7th cen
twy. I~ was therefore thrust upon the name of Kapisa (Kia-pi-she), a coun
try which had then attained political ascendency. From the account of 
Hiuan-tsang we know that all kingdoms · from Bamiyan up ~o Gandhara 
were dependencies of Kapisa in this period ... It is therefore quite clear 
th

at Ki-pin mentioned in the Annals of the two Han dynasties and those of 
other dynasties up to the advent of the Sui in 581 and other contemporary 
records was identical with Kashmir. Ki-pin of the Sui and T'ang periods 
(58l-907) is identical with Kia-pi-she i.e. Kapisa".10 

I translate here Prof. Chang Hsing-l'ang's note about Ki-p:n. He writes: 

, "1:1e country of Ki-pin is the modern K'e-shih-mi-erh (Kashmir) or Kia
shi,/~-mz-lo during the T'ang period, according to Hsiian Ghuang's Hsi Yu 
C~t (~ecords of · Western Countries). In Prakrit language it is called Ki
shz~-mz_-lo or K'e-see-wei-la (Kasvira). Ptolemy's Geography erroneously 
writes it as Kaspeiria; its territory is extended up to Daradrai on the west 
(modern Dards) and to Kylindrine (now the land of Kulinda tribes on the 
b~nks ~f the _Bias river) on the east. This is evidently the modern Kashmir. 
Dionys10s wntes it as Kasperoi Herodotus writes it as Kaspatyros. 

"Th · ' 
e ancient people of China abbreviated the transliterated forms; as 

for example, (the name of) Kanishka is written in Fa· Hsien's R ecords of 

" See SCC, p. 63 . 
" See Sino--Indian Studies vol 2 p rt I 52 53 

, • , a ' pp. - . 
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Buddhist Countries as Kia-ni-kia discarding· the sciund 'sh' in the middle; 
King Ah-shu-k{a (Asoka) is written as King Ah-yil discarding the last syllable 
'ka', the Ansaka dynasty of Persia is referred to in Shih Chi and H.an Shu 
as An-hsi discarding the last syllable 'ka'. It can thus be deduced from these 
examples that the original sound of Ki-pin must have been derived from 
Kaspeiria by the abbreviated-transliterated method. There cann·ot be any 
doubt about it. . · 

"The old t~aditions of Buddhist scriptures, viz. the Fourth Chapter of 
the Life of King Asoka and the Ninth Chapter of Ta-chih Tu-lun all 
transliterate the Sanskrit word Kashmira as Ki-pin. Sometimes it is also written 
as Ki.a-shih-mi-lo. In the. history of China the name Ki-pin mostly indicated 
Kia-shih-mi-lo alone, but the lands of Wu:-chang-na (Udya.na), Chien-t'u-lo 
( Gandhara), Kia-pi-shih (Kapisa), N a-kie-lo (N agarakota) were also includ
ed in Kia-shih-mi-Io" and also called as Ki-pin. During the Former Han 
period Ki-pin included the three lands of Kia-shih-mi-lo, · Chi,en-t'u-lo and 
Kia-pi-shih. . 

"The city of Hsun-hsi.en is the abbreviated transliteratioi;i_ of the Sanskrit 
word Sudarsana-pura. The accounts of Ki-pin in fascicle 102 of the History 
of Wei says, 'The.capital Shan-chien city is in -the south-west of Po-lu'. Shan
chien is the transTuition of Sudarsana-pura. The records of Ki-pin in the 
Hsin T 'ang Shu says, 'The King dwells in the Hsiu-hsien city'. The com
mentaries in Ti-li Chi}., (Geographical Records) says, 'The Viceroy of the 
capital Hsiu-hsien established the city of 0-ko in Ki-pin'. The record of 
Kashmir in the Hsin T'ang Shu says, 'The King governs the city of Po-lo
wu-lo-pu-lo, which. lies on the western bank of the river Mi-na-hsi-to.' Po-lo
wu-lo-pu-lo is the transliteration of the Sanskrit word Pravara-pura, which 
was constructed by Pravarasena II. The west of the city is the Mi-na-hsi-to 
river, i.e. the River Vitastii.. 

"Hsilan Chuang's Records of Western Countrws does not mention the 
name of the capital of Kashmir. Chuan 125 a£ Abhidharma-maha.vibhii.sa 
names the principal seat of its King as Pi-lo-t'o (Bhiratha in Sanskrit). Al 
Biruni's Records of India calls the chief seat ~f its government as Ah-ti-ssu-tan 
.( Adhistana in Sanskrit), which signifies the chief seat and not the name 
of. a definite .place. Adhistana was in the south-east of the Vohir lake-1he . 
present site of Srinagar city, constructed by Pravarasena II and therefore 
known as Pravara-pura. (The term) Pu-ra, now transcribed as Pu~la, means 
town or city in Chinese. This became the New Capital. · 

"The city built by King Asoka in the third century B.C. became the Old 
Capital. What is called in Sanskrit as Puranadhistana, in Chinese it means · 
Old_ Ca~ital. This became the modem Pandrethan (34/74.55). The New 
Capi~al is ~e Engllsh miles south of Srinagara. 111,e city of Hsun·-hsien as 
m~nboned _in the History of the Han Dynasty, is probably the Old Capital 
built by King Afoka" .17 

" CHCTSL, pp. 34-35. 
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Sylvain Levi and Ed. Chavannes identify Po-lo-wu-lo-pu-lo as B11ramula
pura. But Sir M. A. Stein says: 

"There are, however, serious difficulties in the way of this identifica
tion. In the first place it must be noted that neither the old name Varaha
mula nor its modern derivation Varamul (Baramula) is ever found combined 
with the tennination-pura. The town has received its name from the site 
which it occupies ... 

"As in the case of many Kacmirian tisthas, the name of the sacred site 
is used also for the designation of the town which has sprung up near it, 
and in this sense we find the name Varahamula, withuot the addition of
pura, used in Rajat. Vii, 1309, Viii, 451.1229; Crivara, 1.323:568; Prajya
bhatta .... 

"The earliest mention of Pravarasena's city is found, however, in the 
notice of the Chinese Annals in whose Po-lo-ou-Jo-pou-lo we cannot frul to 
recognize now an exact trans~ription of the name Pravarapura. Po-lo, lo and 
pou are regular representatives of the Sanskrit aksaras pra, ra and pu, res

pectively; . . . The character -,m is transcribed by Messrs Levi and Cha
vannes as ou and by Stan. Julien as wou. To attribute to it the value va in 
the transcription of our name seems scarcely hazardous considering that the 
_same character is used is contraction with li ( an ordinary representation of 
Skt. r, no. 813) to express the Skt. aksara vr; • • •" 18 

. . Dr. L. Petech has reconsidered the whole problem in an. appendix to his 
significant and scholarly work entitled ''Northern India According to the 
Shui-Chi Ch " d ak" · · . . ng~ u . After quoting various sources an m mg convmcmg ex-
posit:J.ons, with which I need not deal here in detail, he summed it up in the 
following words: 

"Summing up the rerua:ts of our enqwry: the name Chi-pin is originally 
unconnected with Kashmir; in the dynastic histories from the 1st century 
:he. to the ~? of the 5th century A.D. it indicates th~ Inciiari .territories of 

~ ~eat poht:J.cal power of the North-West, whatever 1t was at the time of 
wn~ (Saka, Kushan, Hepththatites); in the Buddhist tradition, from the ~=~_

10
(
2nd century A.D.) till the times of Hsiian-tsang, Chi-pin is 

. . '!;~ translation of the Accounts of Ki-pin in the T'ang Annals will, 
it Is 

0
1 ' ~able th~ historia.ps and the students of ancient Indian history 

to express their thou ht£ , . . 
g u, views on the subJect. 

11 See Stein's "N t ,o ..SCC. P· 79_ 0 es on Ou k'ong's Acc;oupl of Kashmir", pp. 2$-28. 



II. TRANSLATION 

(CHIU T'ANG SHU 198. 10b-12b) 

[ A. 1. INDIA] . 

The country of T'ien-chu1 is what was used to be known · during the 
fol. 10b Han period as Shen-tu-kuo or the Land of the Brahmins. Situated to 
the north-west of the Ts'ung-ling• it has an area of more than thirty thousand 
li. It is divided into Five-Indias.8 The first is called Midale India, the siecond 
is called East India, the third is called South India, the fourth is called 
West India, and the fifth is called North India. The area of each is several 
thousand li. Cities and towns are some hundreds. 

South India is bordered ~ . an ocean. North India is blocked by a 
s,nowy mountain.4 On its four sides there are mountains, __ which serve, as 
walls. On its south there is a ravine which serves as the gate of this country. 
On the westein boundary of East India there is an ocean, and it meets 
Fu--nan• and Lin-yi,0 as neighbouring countries. West India, is contiguous 
with Ki-pin1 and! Po-szu..8 Middle India, situated as it is, meets the four 
(regions of) Iridia. Its-> capita] cityi is more than seventy li in circuit. Its 
northern part touches the Ch'an-lien9 river. · 

It is said that in ancient times th.ere lived a Brahmin with a thousand 
disciples under him, who used to study under the trees. Then, the Goddess 
of the Forest desc.end'ed! there; consequently they became husband and wife. 
Buildings and houses came up naturally; the boy servants they had were 
plenty. Thereupon,, (they) orcleiro a hundred Gods to build a city around 
fol. lla it and arrange it systematically. This was done in a day.10 

Afer this, there was on6 Ah-yu-wang11 who also sent demons and gods 
to pile up stones to build a palace there. All the decorations and carvings 
were such that no human efforts could accomplish. Ah-yu-wang was very 
oppressive and cruel in administering his country. H;e established the system 
of · punishment by pillories and called it hell. Traces ( of these pillories) 
are still to be found in the pr.esent city. 

The Kings of Middle India are of the Ch'i-li-chih12 family; they are also 
called Sha-li. They have ruled the country for generations without there 
being any instance of usurpation or murder among them.18 Thei land there 
is low and wet. The climate is very hot. It yields four harvests in a year. 
There is diamond (in this country) which reS'elmbles flour-spar. Smelt hundred 
times it won't melt. Ii: can cut jades. There are also sandalwood curcoma 
longo and other kinds of incense. In the past it had intercourse: with the 
Roman empire." Its precious products sometimes came to Fu-nan and Chiao
chih'" for trade. 

The people are rich and . happy. The common peopl~ have no 'books and 
g . 
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records. Those who till the land that belong to · the king pay profit from the 
land in return (as duty). Teeth-(bordered) cowrie-shells are used as money. 
The eyes of the people areJ deep-(set) and ·their nose long. In order to _show 
extreme reverence they lick the feet and touch the heel. There are extra
ordinary musicians, skilled singers and dancers in their houses. 

· The king and the mjnisters all wear CashmeJr'e brocade. They twist and 
tum their hair on the head and cut their remaining hair, and practise Yoga. 
The common people all go barefooted. The white colour is favoured for 
clothes. Only those belonging to the Brahmin caste differentiate themselves 
by covering with a ka.rpash cloth. Dead are burnt and ashes ( of the burnt 
corpsei are taken to build stupas on it, some they abandon in_ the forest (as 
a food) for birds and beasts, some are left floating on the nver as a _food 
for fish · and turtles. They have no code for the observance of funeral 
ceremonies. 

A rebel is imprisoned and executed. When the crime is small, he is to 
pay a sum as compensation. One who lacks filial piety his arms and legs 
are amputed, ears and nose CUJt off and he is ban~shed beyond the frontier, 

There is a script ( in this coun{ry). They are skilled in the art of astro
nomy and calculations of calendar. People here all study Siddha-vastu
said to be the Laws of Brahma. They keep records on the leaves of Pei-to10 

trees. They do not kill living beings, nor do they drink wine. In this 
country there can always b.e seen ancient traces of the Buddha. 

During the time of Sui Yang Ti,11 P'ei Ohi.i was sent to Hsi-fan18 to 
receive the embassies of the countries (in the West). All came. Only India 
did not _respond. The emperor regretted this.19 

Dunng the period of Wu Te (618) this country was in great con
fusion. Its new king Shih-lo-yi-tc2o trained troops and asrembled the people, 
who became invincible. The elephants were not unfasten their housings, 
and the people did not put off their armours. Thus held for six years, 
the kings of four (regions) of India submitted and becam'e · his vassals. 
His authority extended far; his punishment was severe and . administration, 
fol. llb very strict. -· · 

In the ~fteenth year of CheF1 Kuan ( 641), Shih-Io-yi-to ~tyled h~
self as the King of Magadha, and sent an envoy< to have an audi:encei (with 
the_ emperor) with tribute.21 T'ai Tsung, in return sent an Imperial letter
( with .;n envoy) inquiring after ( Shih-lo-yi-to's) health. 22 

Shih-lo-yi-to was much astonished and asked all the people assembled 
there, "Is Mahacinasthana sending envoys to rnir country since time immemo
rial?" They all replied: "There is no precedent." Then (Shili-lo-yi-to) 
prostrated for a long time and received the Imperial mandate. He then sent 
an embassy to the Court with tribute. Considering that his country was too 
far, and that his manners were very generous T'ai Tsung sent again Li Yi
piao under the title of Wu-Wei-Chang as an' envoy in return. Shih-lo-yi-to 
sent his Chief Minister outside the city to welcome (the Chinese envoy). AU 
tJ,le people of the city and villages gave a spontaneous ovation by burning 
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incense and standing in rows. ( Shih lo-) yi-to led his mm1sters, and facing 
the east received with reverence the· credentials. He also sent an env<;>y with 
presents of red beads, curcomo longa incense and a Bodhi tree to (T'ai Tsung). 

In the tenth year of Ohen Kuan (636) Sramana Hsiian Chuang 
reached this country. He returned with more than six hundred manuscripts 
of siisfras and siitras in the Sanskrit language. Fonnerly, Wang Hsiian-ts'e 
under the title of Yu-Shuai-Fu,..;Chang-Shih was sent to India as an envoy.28 

All the kings ·of four (regions of) India sent envoys with tributes to the Court. 
Shortly afterwards, the king of Middle India Shih-lo-yi-to died. The 

country was in great confusion. His vassal Na-fu-ti Ah-lo-na-hsiin usurped 
the throne, and then using all his might despatched the barbarian soldiers to 
oppose Hsiian-ts'e. With thirty cavalry Hsiian-ts'e resisted the barbarian 
soldiers, but could not withstand them. His arrows were exhausted and (men) 
captured. Moreover, these barbarians plundered the tributes _and gifts ( which 
Hsiian-ts'e) received from other countries. Then Hsiian-ts'e stood· alone and 
fled in the night. He came to Tu-f an,25 which despatched twelve hundred 
picked soldiers: The country of Ni-po-lo26 also placed more than seven thou
sand cavalry under the command of Hsiian-ts'e.27 Hsiian-ts'e and his Vice
envoy Chiang Shih-jen led the army of the two countries and approached 
the capital city of Middle India.28 · Fighting co~tinued for three successive 
days. The damage was heavy. More than three thousand persons were be
headed. Ah-lo-na-hsiin ieft the city and escaped. (Chiang) Shih-jen chased 
and captured him. The men and women captives numbered tweilve thousand, 
and cows and horses seu.ed numbered thirty thousand head. India was then 
very much frightened. The prisoner Ah-lo-na-hsiin was taken (to China), 
who reached the capital29 in the twenty-second year (648). T'ai Tsung was 
highly pleased, and ordered the department concerned to announce _ (the 
victory) in his ancestral temple. He also told the assemblage and his ministers, 
''When the ears and the eyes of the people are engaged in music and women, 
mouth and nose indulge" in bad taste, then these become the sources of the 
fol. 12a loss of virtue. Supposing this Brahmin had not plundered n1y envoy, 
then how could he become a prisoner? In old tirnes, Chung Shan hankered 
after wealth and thus called trouble for himself; and the Duke of Shu was 
destroyed due to golden cow. All this happened for the saine ·reason." 30 

Hsiian-ts'e was then appointed Ch'ao-San-Tai-Fu. Whein he was in that 
country (India) he got a Fang Shih81 Na-lo-mi-so-pi-mi.n32 (by Flame-) who 
claimed himself to be two hundred years old. It is said that he knew the 
art of prolonging one's life. Tai Tsung received him with reverence, and 
accommodated him ·inside the Chin Piao Gate to 1nake the medicine for 
prolonging life. Oh'ui Tun-Ii, the Chief Minister of war, was appoir,ited as the 
Chief Su:pervisor. Messengers were sent to ( different parts of) the woi;ld to 
collect all kinds of 5trange medicines and rare stones of an unestimated 
amount. Months and y,ears passed by; the medicine was prepared. When 
it was taken (by T'ai Tsung) it failed to give any effect. Afterwards, he was 
sent back to his -own country.88 
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Tai ·Tsung was buried at Ch_~-ling. Stone was carved on the model of 
Ah-lo-na-hsiin and was placed in file under the gatt:; of thel tomb. 

The five (regions of) India have tens of dependent countries: Customs 
and habits, commodities and products ( of these countries) are almost simifar. 

There is the kingdom of Kia-mo-lo.34 The local custom here is to keep 
the doors on the eastern side ( of the house) open to face the sun. Wang 
Hsiian--ts'e went there. Its king sent an envoy with tributes of rare pearls, 
strange things and maps. He further requested him to send a statue of Lao 
Tzu and his Tao-te-ching. 

The country of Na-kie-t0 as has a city" called Hsi-lo."0 Inside the city 
there is a pagoda of many stories wherein· Buddha's sculp and staff have 
been preserved. In the twentieth year of Chen Kuan (646) it sent an 
embassy with indigenous products as tribute. 

In the second year of Tien Shou ( 591), gifts came to the , Court31 

from the king of East India Mo-lo-chih-mo,as the king of West India Shih-lo
yi-to,39 the king of South India Cha-lo-ch'i-p'a-lo-po,4° the king of North 
India Lou-ch'i-na-nau and the king of Middle India Ti-po-hsi-na. 42 • 

In ~e fourth year of Ching Lung (710), the kingdom of South India 
sent again an envoy to the Court. In the first year of Ching Yun (710) 
it sent again an envoy witq indigenous products as tribute. · 

In the second year of K'ai Yuan (714) , the king of West India sent again 
an envoy with tribute of indigenous products. In the eighth year ( 720), the 
king of South India sent an envoy to present a five-coloured parrot which could 
talk. The same year, the king of South India Shih-la-na-seng-kia43 fol. 12b 
r"'-luested (the emperor) to send war-elephants, arms and horses to fight 
with Ta-shih, 44 Tu~fan etc. He also sought a name for his army. Hsiian Tsung 
was highly pleased and named his army as "Virtue-cherished Anny". In 
the ninth month, the king of South India Shih-li-na-lo-seng-kia-pao-to-chih
mo45 built a temple for his kingdom. He requested ( the emperor) for an epithet 
for the temple. The name ''Kuei Hua" (Acquisced Culture) was accordingly 
granted in a rescript. 

In the eleventh month an envoy was sent to appoint Li-na-lo-kia-to46 as 
the king of South India.4 7 He also sent an envoy to the Court. 

In the sixth month of the seventeenth year (729) Tripitaka Sertg-mi-to48 

of North India came to present medicine for sudorifics etc. 
Irr the tenth month of the nineteenth year (731) , the king of Middle 

India Yi-sha-fu-mo49 sent his chief monk to the Court with tribute. In the third 
month of the twenty-ninth year (741) the Prince of Middle India Li Ch'eng
en50 came to the Court and was conferred with the title of Yu-chi Chiang-chun 
and then relieved to go back to his own country. 

In the middle of Tien Pao era•1 envoys (from these countries) came 
successively. 
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(CHIU T'ANG SHU 198. 12b-13b) 

[A. 2. Kr.PIN] 

The co:untry of Ki-pin52 is situated to the south of the Ts'ung-ling.53 It 
fol. 12b is 12200 li from the capital.54 It was subdued by Ta-yueh-.chih.55 

Its land is hot and damp. Grass and plants do not die under the cover 
of snow and · fog in winter. I ts people . particularly believe in the laws of 
the Buddha. 

During .the time of Sui Yang Ti the (countries) of western region were 
urged to come. 50 Those came sooner or later numbered more than thirty 
Countries. Only Ki-pin did not COIIle. ln the eleventh year of Chen Kuan 
( 63 7) it sent an envoy to present its renowned horses ( to the emperor). 
T'ai Tsung admired his sincerity and bestowed silken garments on him. In 
·the sixteenth year (642) it again sent an envoy to present blankets and a 
spedal type of weasel, which had pointed beak and a red tail. It could eat 
up snakes. One bitten by snake could be cured by its smell ancl urine passed 
on the sore. · 

In the third year of Hsien Ch'ing (658), (the emperor) inquired about 
the customs of this country. It is said that beginning from its founder-fore
father Hsin Po57 up to the present king Ko-chieh-chih (this ruling house) has 
already sat on the throne'for twelve generations of .fathers and sons. In that 
year the name of this city was changed into Hsiu-hsien-to-tu.59 

At the beginning of Lung Suo era (661-664) its king was authorised to 
conduct the military affairs of eleven chou60 including Hsiu-hden and was 
also made the governor of H siu-hsi.en. 

In the seventh year of K'ai Yiian (719) it sent an envoy to pay homage 
to the Court and forwarded a bundle of books containing siltras on astronomy, 
secret and important prescriptions, foreign medicines and products of other 
kinds. (The emperor) issued a' mandate appointing its king as Ko-lo-ta-chih
t'e-lo.61 

In the twenty-seventh year ( 739) its king Wu-san-t'e-lo-sa62 sent 
a memorial (to the emperor) seeking permission to abdicate in favour of his 
son Po-lin-"ki-po due to old age. This was granted. As usual1

, an envoy was 
sent with the order of the appointment. 

In the fourth year of T'ien Pao (745·), (the emperor) again appointed 
fol. 13a his son Po-fu-chun°3 to ascend to the throne of Ki-pin and Wu-chang.04 

He was also conferred with the title of Tso-Hsiao-Wei Chiang-Chun.•s 
In the first year of Ch'ien Yiian (758) it again sent an elnvoy to pay 

homage to the court. 
There is a country (called) Po-lu,00 which lies in between Ki-pin and 

T 'u-fan. During the period of K'ai Yiian it frequently sent envoys to pay 
homage to the court and offer presents. In the eighth year (720) its king Su
ling-t'o-yi-chih07 was appointed as the king of Po-lu. Paying homage and tributes 
did not stop. In the twenty-second year ( 735) it was smashed by T'u-f an. es 
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(CHIU T'ANG SHU 84. 6b) 

[A, 3. LOKADITYA AND NARAYAN ASVA MIN] 

There was one barbarian monk Lu-kia-yi-to00 fol. 6b who was ordered to 
compound the medicine for prolonging life. When Kao Tsung70 was about to 
take it, (his minister) Ch'u Ohiin trying to dissuade him said, ''Birth and 
death are predetermined. It has never beien heard of the Lord of Ten thou
sand Carriages taking the medicine of an alien regardless of consequences. 
In the last year of Chen Kuan (650) die emperor ordered the Brahmin 
monk Na-lo-mi-sa-min to compound the medicine for prolonging life ac
ording to the old prescriptions of his country. The barbarian by devicing 
his strange technique and seeking divine plants and mysterious stones, made 
the medicine after years. The emperor took it, but had rio effect at all.71 

When he left this world, the renowned physicians could not even ascertain 
the reason· of it. The popular opinion of the time put . the crime on the 
shouldi:r of this barbarian. When his .. punishment by execution was about 
to be proclaimed it was apprehended that the barbarians might laugh at 
th.i&.; tlierefore; the law was not implemented. If this be the precedent, why 
not (Your Majesty) deeply think over it!" Kao TSUIIlg' accepted this; But, 
conferred the title of Huai-Hwa Ta-Chiang-Chun72 on Lu-kia-(yi-to); and 
did not take his medicine. 
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(HSIN T'ANG SHU 221 [I] 15a-16a) 

[B. 1. ·MAG AD HA] 

Mo-kia-t'a73 also known by another name Mo-kia-t'o was originally a 
fol. 15a dependent country of Middle India. It is 50 li in circuit. The soil 
( of this country) is good for agriculture. There are varieties of paddy and 
big grains of rice, which are styled as 'rice offered to big men'.74 

The king dwells in the city of Chu-she-chieh-pu-lo, also called Chu-su
mo-pu-lo15 or the city of Po'-fa-li-tzu.16 Its northern part is the back of the 
K'o-chia71 river. 

In he twenty-first year of Chen Kuan (648) it started sending envoys 
to have relationships with the emperor. It presented Po-lo tree78 which 
belonged to the category of white willbws. T'ai Tsung sent an envoy . (to 
that country) to learn the method of boiling candy (to make sugar) and 
ordered that sugarcane be grown at Yang Chou. When pressed, juice fol. 15b 
comes out of them, which look like compound medicine. Its colour and 
flavour is far superior to that grown in the Western Region. 

Kao Tsung also sent Wang Hsiian-ts'e to go to the Mahabudhi Monastery 
of that countryi and erect a stone-tahl'et79 there. Later, Te Tsung presented 
a bell to the Na-lan-t'o80 Monastery on which he himself engraved letters. 

There is a country '>.'lamed Na-kia.81 which is a dependent country. In 
the twentieth year of Chen Kuan (647) it sent an envoy to pay tribute of 
characteristic products ( of this country). 

The country Wu-ch'a, 82 another name of which is Wu-fu-na, also called 
as Wu-chang lies in South India. The area of the land is 5000 li. 600 li 
east of this place is Po-lu, and 400 li west is Ki-pin. Here both mountains 
and valleys are connected! with each other. It produces gold; iron, rush
mas, curcumo longa; pad'dy is grown once in a year. The people 
~ meek, but cunning, and are versed! in interdicting mantras. There 
is no system of punishment by execution in this country. Those who are 
liable to be executed are released on barren mountains. The suspected cri
minals are to drink medicine and their urine is examined to judge the 
gravity of their crime. 

There are five cities ( in this country). The king dwells in the city 
of Shu-meng-nieh-li, another name of which is Meng-chieh-li. 88 On the 
North-east there is the River Ta-li-lo,84 the old land of Wu-chang. In the 
9ixteenth year of Chen Kuan (663) its king Ta-m()l-yin-t'o-ho-sru85 sent 
an envoy to offer Dragon-head incense.86 The imperial reply was befitting. 

Ta-shih meets Wu-chang on its eastern part. During the reign of K'ai 
Yuan. it tried to induce (Wu-chang ). Its (Wu-chang's) king alone with 
two kings of Ku-tu81 and Chi1-wei88 were not willing to submit to its (Ta
shih's) .authority. Hsiian Tsung ordered an envoy to appoint the kings. 

Th~ . (~le of. the) country of Chang-ch'iu-pa or Chang-chieh-p'a89 

were ongma1'ly of Hst-ch'iang9° (tribes). They usecli to dwell' among the four 
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mountains south-west of Hsi-li. Afterwards they shifted to the west of the 
mountains, which was contiguoi:.is with East India. The costume of the 
people (of these two lands) are almost alike. Therefore, it submitted to 
them. The area of the land will be eight or nine hundred li. It raised 
an army of two thousand persons. There is no city wall. (The people) 
are well-disposed to rob money of others, merchants suffer for this. · 

In the twentieth year of Chen Kuan (647) its king Lo-li-to-p'u-kia01 

following ( the example of) the Hsi.-li country sent envoy to pay homage 
to the court. Hsi.ian-ts'e, in order to conquer Middle India despatched an 
army0 2 and got merit for that. Since' then their tributes were coming 
regularly. 

Hsi-ti is south-west of T 'u-fan. It has fifty thousand household. Cities 
and twons are mostly by the side of torrents and gorges. The males knot 
their hair and cover themselves with woolen wrappers. The women plait 
their hair and wear skirts. In matrimony no bethrothal money is paid.08 

Its corns. are : good paddy, maize and peas. The ?ead are cremated in 
forest, but are not covered with trees. The mourrung system (demands) 
wearing of black apparel, which are i;ft on the completion of a· year. (As 
a punishment) the criminal's feet and nose are cut off. , : 

It was subdued by T 'u-fan.0 • fol. 16a 
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(HSIN T'ANG SHU 221 [II] 7b-8a) 

[B. 2. KASH MIR] 

Ke-shih-mi, also called Kia-J"hih-mi-lo95 is 500 li north of Po-lu. It is fol. 7h 
400 li in circuit. It is surrounded by mountains; (therefore), other coun
tries are unable to attack it. The king rules ( the country) from the city 
of Po-lo-hu-lo~pu·-lo.96 Its west is the bank of the Mi-na-hsi-to91 river. The 
land is good for 'agriculture. There is more snow fall, but not so windy. 

It produces red beads, curcumo longa, horse of dragoi:i-stock. 98 

The· people use woolen wrappers. · _ 
Tradition has it, the land was originally a dragon's pool. The dragon 

shifted elsewhere and the water dried up. The people then came to this 
place and · settled,99 

At the b~ of K'ai Yiia.n era it seillt an envoy to pay homage to the 
court. · In the eighth year (720) an edict was issued appointing 'Chen-t'o-lo
pi-lz"loo as its king. It sometimes presented medicines ef the barbarians. 

After the death of T'ien Mu,1°1 his brother Mu-to-pi102 ascended to 
the throne and sent ambassador Wu-lu-to108 to pay homage to the court. 
He said, "Since· coming into ·being of this country, it along with its vassals 
aU submitted {to the ·authority of) T'ien-K'e-Han104 and received his orders 
to move troops.m The ~unt'ry has three kinds of soldiers-elephant-soldiers, 
horse-soldiers and infant'ry. Thei vassals along with the king of Middle India 
controlled the five routes to T'u-fan106 and restricted entry and exit. The 
war that was going on constantly brought victory for them. Even if two 
lacs of soldiers of T'ien-K'e~Han go to Po-lu, food ·can be supplied to them. 
There is also the Ma-ho-po-lo-to-mo107 dragon's pool in this country. A 
temple for T'ien-K'e-Han may be built there, if it is so desired." Thus he 
begged for his king's appointment. The department of Hung · Lu108 transl'atm 
and reported this to the emperor. It was ordered to give a palace banquet to 
Wu-lw-to. Various gifts were bestowed on him on this occasion. Mu-to-pi 
was appointeed as the king; since then tnbutes were coming regularly. 

Its dependant countries are of five kinds;100 they are also well-known. 
What is called as Tan-ch'a--shih-lo110 has a land of 2000 li. It has also a 
capital city. More than 700 li south-east of this place is Seng-ho-pu-lo111 

country. Its land is more than 3000 li. It also governs the country from 
a capital city. Going along the mountains for 500 li towards south-east 
there is the country Wu-la-shih.112 Its land is 2000 li. It has also a capital 
city. (The land) is good for agriculture. 1000 li south-east ( of this place) 
on the threshold of the mountains is Ke-shih-mi. Going south-west for 700 Ji 
fol. 8a through dangerous pass, there is the (country) Pa.n-nu-ch'a.11 3 Its land 
is 2000 li. Again, there is the (country) Ho-lo-che-pu-lo,114 its size is 4000 Ii. 
It has a capital city. It is mountainous· and the land is fertile. The people 
are brave and courageous. All these five countries have neither any king 
nor chief. 

~ 
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(HSIN T'ANG SHU 43 [II] 17b-18a) 

[B. 3. C RIA TAN' s RECORD ON THE TWO ROUTES FROM 

- SO,UTH CHINA TO INDIA] 

(It is) more than one hundred li from An-nan115 to Feng Chou110 fol. 17b 
through Chiao-chih111 and T'ai-p'ing.118 Again going through Nan-fien110 

for. 130 li the En~lou-hsien120 is reached. Then going by water route for 
40 li Chung Ch'eng Chou is reached. 200 li after is To-li Chou.122 Chu
kuei Chou123 is reached after 300 li. 400 'ii after is Tan-t'ang Chou.124 All 
these places are inhabited by aboriginal tribes. Again going for 450 li 
Yung-pu125 of antiquity is reached. Tue distance (from this place) · to An-nan 
by water route is some 1550 li. Next 180 li ( one is to) pass through Fou
tung126 a~d T'ien-~hing127 mountains. The passage on the _mo~ntains is ·very 
narrow like com?or. For 30 li the space· hardlyt _ t~es, a tra~eller 
(to pass through 1t). Two 'days' walk .(will ' take one) to Tang-ch uang 
Chou.

128 
After 50 li Lu-s1.i° Chou129 is -£eached . . Again, to Lu-wu Chou180 

it will be 15 li. All these places are within the territory of Ts'uan-man181 
and An-nan. 

Again (going for) 83 li T'ang-chih-tun132 is reached. Through the city 
of ~u~p'in~

138 
· going again for 80 li T'ung-ts'ao-shui184 river is reached. 

Agam passmg through Nan-t'ing1.ss the river Ch'il-chiang186 is reached after 
160 li. It is the land of Chien-nan.m . · · · 

Again passing through the T'ung-hai-chen188 (town) and crossing the 
Hai-ho-li'lao river (at a distance of) 160 z/ the Feng-hsien140_ district is reach~ 
ed. After 80 li is the Chin-ning-yi,m post. This ·is 'the land of Jung Chou.:uz_ 

Again . (going for) 80 li the city of Che-tung1•3 is reached. · (I_t is) 
80 li (from this place) · to the An~ning.1•·• dty of antiquity. Again (going) 
480 li is the city· of Ling-nan,Hs 80 ·zi after is the city of Pai~yi/46 76 li after 
is the city of Meng-she,147 80 li after is the city of Lung-wei,148 10 li after 
is the city of T'ai-ho,t•• 25 li after is the city of Yang-chil-yang.1so It is 
3?0 li from the west of the city of y ang-ch"il-yang to . the old P:efectural 
city of Yung-ch'ang.1s1 

Again, crossing the Nu-chiang1s2 river· ori the west the city of Chu-ko
l' 1ss • h · • rang is reac ed, at a distance of 200 li. Towards the south Lo-ch' eng15 · 

fol. lSa is reached, at a distance of 200 li. · 

Ag~in, ~ntering the territory · of Piao-kua1ss and passing through (the 
pla~e~

5
~n~ab1ted by) _eight tribes of Wang Kungtso and _others_ the city of 

H_ si-li , ~s re~~hed, ( the d1stance being) 700 li. Again passing _through the 
city of Tu-mi 58 after 1000 z' p· k · hed • t zao- uo 1s reac • 
. Agam, f:~m Piao-kuo crossing the Heislian1so m_ountain on the west the 

c~mntry_ of Kia.-mo-po'•o of East India is reached (at a distance of) 1600 
li. Agam crossing the Kia-lo-t~io, river ~n north-west t~e country of Pen-

t t ,.. ( ' · · A . na- a- an-na is situated at a distance of) 600 lt. gam up to country 
of Ke r,hu-wen-/0 103 on the southern b,tnk of thi;: river Heng-ho164 ~nd in 
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the eastern boundary of Middle India (the distance) will be 400 li. Again, 
600 li towards the west the country of Mo-kie-t'o is reached. 

Another route goes from the · west of the city of Chu-ko-liang to the 
city of T' eng.-ts'ung, 100 ( the distance being) 200 li. Again, 100 li towards west 
Mi-ch'e.ng101 is reached. Again passing through the mountains on the west 
the city! of Li-shih-ch'eng108 is reached, (at a distance of) 200 li. Then 
crossing the river Li-shui-lung-ch'uan100 on the west the city of An-hsi170 

is reached (at a distance of) 200 li. Then crossing the river Mi-no-chiang171 

on the west the country of Ta-ch'in Po-lo-men112 is reached, (the distance 
being) lCXX) li. Again crossing the big mountains on the west the country 
of .Ke-mo-lu113 on the northern boundary of East India is reached, (the 
distance being) 300 li. 

Again, (going for) 1200 li towards south-west Pen-na-fa-tan-na on the 
north-eastern boundary of Middle India is reached, a:nd · it joins with the 
route that goes from Paio-kuo to Po-lo-men.114 



lil. NOTES TO THE TRANSLATJON 

1 Refers to India. In Chinese records India has been referred to mainly 
as "T'ien-chu" and "Shen-tu". Besides, there are other names too. The 

character chu is also pronounced as tu. 
2 The Ts'ung-liqg mountain refers to the Pamir. Thus, the C. T. S. 

wrongly places India "to the North-west of" the Ts'ung-ling''. The H. T. S. 
rightly mentions il as "to the South of the Ts'ung-ling." 

3 "Wu T'ien-chu" Irterally means Five J~dias or Indies and ·refers to 
five geographical divisions of I~dia. Henceforth T 'ien-chu is written as India 
iri translation. 

4 The Hindukush. 
5 Cambodia. 
~Champa. 
7 

Kashmir. See the Introduction. 
8 Persia. 
9 The Ganges. 
10 I could not find any source for this legend. 
11 Asoka-raja . 

. 
12 Ks~atriya. This record clearly mentions Middle India only, but Stan. 

Julien wntes as "The Kings of India . .. ", which appears to be not correct. 
See Indian Antiquary, vof. 9, p. 19_ 

13 Prof, Chang Hsing-lang oooerves that Liu Hsii's record on this aspect 
was based on hearsay, as there are instances of frequent changes of dynasties 
in Indian history ; CHCTSL, vol. 6, P· 76. 

14 Ta Ch'in. 
1 5 Cochin-China. 

:: Talapatra (Palm leaves) . 
Emperor Yang Ti (605) of the Sui Dynasty (589~618)-

18 The H. T. S. writes hsi-yu·· Western Region. 
19 St J 1· ' ' · f . an. -u 1en s translation runs as follows: "Yang-a, an emperor o 

the ?Ul _d~nasty (605 A.D.), having formed the project of entering into 
~elat10ns wit? the Si-yu ( the countries to the West of China)' sent Fei-to to 
mduce the Si-fan (T"b h t h" M . 1 etans) and other people to pay omage o 1m. any 
prmces re_sponded to his appeal , those of India being only ones who refused 
to enter ~nto relations with hi~. Their refusal irritated him very much." 
(See I nd1an Antiquary vol 9 10. 19) The word ying-chieh has been 
translated by hun· "' . ' pp. o- . . t s· f (H . as to mduce" h" h 1 think 1s not correc . 1- an s1-
fan) also d~ not refer to Tbet' wM10 er the narne of Fei-to (P'ei Tu) 
has been rrus eel • 1 

• oreov , . s · y . quot m his tr 1 . Th fact 1s that u1 ang T1 sent 
t o persons p• · C ans abon. e . w - e1 hu and p• . t ct the foreign countries to the 

f Ch" p • . ei-tu-to con a 
west o ma. e1 Tu c Id d u·nation but P'ei Chu reach· I l1' ou not reach the es ' 
ed a Pace ca_-~ Piang-yi in modern Kapsu province of China. Stan. Julien 
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further translates the word hen · 1Ji in the sense "•to irriate"; but, I 

think this word should be transtated as "to regret". Julien translates the 
word in the former sense which is derived from his mistranslation of the 
word ying-chieh. 

20 Siladitya: Harsha-vardhana. 
21 The chinese character for this word is kung ~ , and that for 

gifts is hsien ·Jr- . The Chinese emperors used to take customary presents 

coming from foreign rulers as "tribute'' from a vassal state most probably 
because they considered themselves as Supreme Rulers. Emperor T"ai Tsung 
styled himself as T'ien K'e Han (The Supreme Ruler of the Universe). 

22 The · C. T. S. writes wei-wen which means "to inquire after one's 
health". The H . T. S. wei-fu which means "to pacify, to soothe". 

23 Vice-Admiral of the Right Brigade. 
24 See the Introduction. 
25 Tibet. 
2 6 Ni-po-lo: Ni-po-erh: Nepal. 
27 The H.T.S. mentions that Wang Hslian-ts'e came "to the western 

border of Tibet'' and "Summoned the army of the neighbouring countries . .. " 
28 The H.T.S. mentions the name of the place as Ch'a-pu-ho'-lo. See the 

Introduction. 
29 Ch'ang-an. 
ao See to H.T.S. 
81 A thaumaturge or a Tantrik. 
82 Prof. Feng Ch'eng-chlin thinks that it should be read as Na-lo-yen

sa-po-min or Narayanasvamin. See CHUB, December, 1933. 
33 It is also said that Naraya.nasvamin died at Ch'ang-an ~n his way 

back home. Also see: Translation A. 3. 
34 Kia-mo-lo: Kia-mo-lo-po: Kamariipa. 
35 Prof Chang Hsing-Jang' thinks that it should be read as N a-kie-lo 

or Nagarkot-modem Jfilalaoo.d. 
36 Hilla or modern Hidda. 
37 The grammatical construction of this sentence does not indicate that 

all these kings persona.Uy went to the Chinese emperor's court to offer gif.ts. 
For records on exchange of envoys between India, Ki-pin; Kashmir and 
China see Additional Notes. 

88 Dr. P. C. Bagchi thinks that the person may be Malavannan : See 
Sino-Indian Studies, vol. 1, part 2. 

• 89 Dr. P. d. Bagchi thinks that the person referred to here 1s Siladitya 
III of Valabhi. 

40 Chalukya-Vallabha (Shri-prithivi-vallabha-the Chalukya king 
Vinayaditya ?) . 

41 ? 
4 2 Devasena ? 
43 Sri Narasinha ? 
44 The Arabs. 
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45 Sri Narasima Potavarman; see _ Sino-India Studies, vol. 1, part 2. 
40 ? 
47 The Chine~ envoy most probably attended the coronation ceremony 

of the Prince mentioned in the Text. 
48 Sanghamitra ? 
49 Y asovarman sent his minister-a Buddhist monk Buddhasena by name; 

see Sino-Indian Studies, vol. 1, part 2, p. 71. 
50 The name was given by the Chinese emperor -Hsiian Tsung. It is 

interesting to note that the family name of. the Tang rulers was Li. The 
Chinese emperor by giving the same surname to a son of an Indian king 
took him as belonging to _the same family. Such honour has seldom been 
shown to a kingly family of a foreign country. 

51 742-756. 
· 

52 See the Introduction. 
53 See, note 2 above. 
54 Ch'ang-an. 
55 Greater Yueh Chih. 
58 Also see note 19 above. 
67 ? 
M ? 
50 See the Introduction. 
00 It may mean a region or an adminisrative unit. 
81 ? 
82 ? 
OS ? 
84 Udyana. 
85 "The Brave General Guarding the Left". 
66 Bolor: Baltistan. See Watters, pp. 239-24-0(1). 
67 ? 
68 This statement suggests that Ki-pin entered into war with Tibet and 

was conquered by the Tibetan army. The date of incident has been placed 
in A.D. 735. ·· 
• 

68 ~okaditya. It is recorded in WJing Hsii.an-ts'e's biography that 
unmed1ately after taking back with him the monk Hsiian Chao from India, 
Wang_w~, again sent to Kashmir to bring with him ''.the Brahmin Lo-kia-yi-to 
to China. See CHB, p. 21. Also Sino-Indian Studies, vol. 1, part ~' p. 81. 

10 The T'ang Emperor Kao Tsung who ascended the throne in A.D. 650. 
71 See p. 11 of the translation. · - · 
72 "The Great Military Commander Cherishing China." 
73 Magadha: It has been transcribed in Chinese records mostly as 

"Mo-lcie-t'a or Mo-kie-t'o" - - -
74 Literal translation. of the term-a special kind of _rice offered to 

kings or noblemen -.k. A * 'Mahasali rice'; see Life, p. 109. 
75 Kusumapura. The second transcription is more faithful to the original 

sound. The word chieh in the first transcription seems to m,e as miscopying. 
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76 Pataliputra. 
77 K'o-chia: K'o-kia: K'o(n)kia: Ganga. 
78 The jack fruit tree. 
70 See Sylvain: Levi's article in JA IX Sr. ( 1900). 
80 Niilandii. . 
81 Abbreviated form of Nagatahara. 

2~ -

82 Wu-ch'a, W'u-fu-na and Wu-chang all these names refer to Udyana. 
The word fu in Wu-fu-na is a mistake. Moreover, this record wrongly locates 
this place ••towards the south of T'ien-chu". It should be "towards north of 
T 'ien-chu". The next statement placing Po-lu "east of this place" clearly 
proves the mistake as regards location of Wu-chang, as Po-lu is Bolur or 
Baltistan which is in the northern part. The two .characters Wu-ch'a and 
Wu 0 (u_look similar. Also see Watters; p. 225; TIN, p. 1779. 

88 Manglaur. 
84 Darel river. 
85 Ta-mo-yin-t' o-k' o-ssu? 
86 Lung-nao hsiang . 

• 
87 Ku-tu: Ku-tu-lo-kuo: Khotal kingdom. 
88 Chii-wei: Ohii-ho-yeh-na: Kauayana. 
89 Chang-ch'iu-pa, Chang-chieh-pa: Sikkim. See THY, p. 1781. 
90 Tribes in West China. . 
91 Lolityapragna ? '"' 
92 The H.T.S. ·says that Wang Hsiian-ts'e fled "to the western border 

of Tibet" after his encounter with the army of Ah-lo-na-hsiin. This record 
substantiates the fact that he despatched an army from this place. Moreover, 
note the neict statement about the location of H si-li which is also placed on the 
south-west of Tibet. See TIN, p. 1781. 

98 Hun-en pu yi ts'ai-Jltn (see Text B. 1. m 6-11); literally, it would 
mean "In marriage wealth is not used to betroth." 

94 It suggests that this place was sub~equently occupied by Tibet. 
95 See the Introduction. 
9 6 See the Introduction. 
9 7 See the Introduction. 
98 Lung chung ma may indicate a special kind of horse found in this 

part of the world. It may also refer to what is known as "renowned horse" 
mentioned in other Chinese records. 

99 See Watters, Chapter VIII. 
1 0° Chandrapiqa. 
101 ? 
102 Mu-to-pi: Muktapida, or Lalitaditya ; see Stein: Ancient Geography 

of Kashmir, p. 17. 
108 ? 

'
0

' See note 21 above. 
1 0 5 Shou tiao fa may mean "to acc;;ept the authority of the emperor." 
106 The Ch"inese traveller Ou K 'ung knew only of ene route from 
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Kashmir to Tibet. Discussing about different routes Stein says, "In the 
east a road leads to Tou-fan or Tibet, in the north there is a route which 
reaches into Poliu or Baltistan; the road which starts from 'the western gate' 
goes to K'ien-to-lo or Gandhara. . . The third route can be no other that 
the route which leaves the valley by the gorges or Barmula and .follows 
the Vitasta in its course to the west. . . Besides these three roads Ou-K'oung 
knew yet a fourth. 'This, howev:er, is always closed and opens only when 
an imperial army honours it with a visit.' It is possible that the curious 
notice must be referred to one of the roads leading over the Pir Pantsal 
range to the south. Owing possibly to p~litical causes these routes may 
have been closed to ordinary traffic at the time of Ou-K'ong's visit." See 
Stein: Ancient Geography of Kashmir, p. 19. 

107 Mahapadma Naga or Volur Lake; see Stein: Ancient Geography of 
Kashmir, p. 19. 

108 This office was to look after gifts · and tributes coming · from foreign 
countries. · 

109 Wu chung. I would like to take it that . this statement wanted 
to mention also the number of vassal states under Kashmir. The word chung 
most probably was not intended to show the different status · of these sub
ordinate states. 

110 Tan-ch'a-shih-lo: Ta-ksha-shih-lo: Takshasila. 
111 Simhapura. 
112 Wu-la-shih: Urasa. "Its greatest part is comprised in the British 

district of Hazara between the Vitasta and Indus." See Stein: Ancient 
Geography of Kashmir, p. 130. See Watters, pp. 256-257 (I). 

118 Pan-nu-ch'a: Pamootsa; it "corresponds to the present Punch or 
Prunts (the Kashmira form) in the lower valley of the Toni (Skr. Tansi)." 
See Stein: Ancient Geography of Kashmir, p. 129. See Watters, pp. 283-
284 (I). 

114 Ho-la-che-pu-lo: Harshapura: Rajapura? See Watters, p. 284 (I). 
11

• In present province of Kuei-chou. 180 ti north-west of Nan-lung hsien. 
See CK.TMT, p. 235. 

118 It is located in the eastern boundary of An-nan; CKTMT, p. 290. 
117 See note 15 above. • 
118 

The present H aifang in North Vietnam. 
119 ? 
120 

In the present province of Yun-nan. 
121 I A n n-nan; see OKTMT, p. 356. 
122 In Szu-ch'uan ? 
128 ? 
124 

Prof. Pelliot thinks it refers to Kan T'ang Chou, P· l4Q. 
120

_The present position of the place cannot be correctly ascertained. 
According to Pelliot the Man Shu mentions a place of the name Chia Yang-pu. 

128 The Fou-tung mountain may refer to the high plateau off the place 
called Young-pu and near south-west. of M eng-tzu. · 
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127 Literally "the Hanging Mountain"; its position, too, being the same 
place as mentioned: in· note 126 above. 

128 It is mentioned in CTS (chiian ·41) as belonging to T'ang Ch'uan 
district under T'ang Chou. But this place falls within the present Kuang~hsi 
province. CKTMT locates it in An-nan, p. 596. 

129 In An-nan ? 
130 In An-nan, see CKTMT, p. 1107. 
131 Ts'u;n-man refers to the · so-called 'savage' people inhabiting south

west of China. Pelliot says, "From this it can be seen that An-nan Tu-hu Fu 
territory situated at the northern boundary of present Tung-ching. At that 

.time Yun-nan was not yet made a 'province. Its south-eastern: part was 
under the control of An-nan Tu-hu Fu. Hs north-eastern part belonged to 
Hsii-chou of present Szu-ch'uan (province)"; see Pelliot, p. 142, 

132 ? 
183 ? 
134 The name of a river. 
135 In An-nan, see CKTMT, p. 107. 

• 
138 Prof. Chang Hsing-l'ang gives the following note: "It goes following 

the course of Fu-Liang river, and passes beyond An-nan. . . In the south of 
T'ung-hai hsien"". 

137 One of ten administratiye divisions of China. It included the whole 
_province of Szu-ch'uan ~d the north-east of present Yun-nan province, the 
~uth-east part of what~ included in Lin-nan division. See Pelliot, p. 142. 
· · 

138 The present T 'ung-liai district in Yi.in-nan, see GKTMT; p. 909. 
130 The exact position is not yet determined. Both Prof. Chang Hsing-fang 

and Pelliot think that it may be a small river between Tse-li hu and 
f/sing--yiin hu lakes. 

140 To the east of present Chiang-ch'uan hsien, see Pelliot, p. 144. 
141 Pelliot says, "It is in the meeting place of Chiang-ch'uan with the 

boundary of the province of K'un .... ming"; p. 144. 
142 In between Hsu-chou and Lu-chou of the Szu-ch'uan province, see 

CHCTSL, p. 108. 
143 "Che-tung is in the border of K'un-ming province; the ancient name 

of it was K'un-chou, and was under the control of Jung-chou Tu-tu Fu . .. 
From Che-tung to Ho-nei it is thirty nine days' journey''. See PeHiot, p. 145. 

144 The present An-ning district of Yun-nan . · It is saic:¥ that "it is 
altogether forty days' journey from An-ning to Ho-nei" (Man Shu). This 
reference shows the discrepancy in counting the actual distance. · 

m Both Pelliot and Chang Hsing-Jang think that the character ling has 
been miscopied', it should be Yun for Yun-nan. 

148 In Yun-nan province to the west of Nan-hsiang-yun hsien; see 

OKTMT, p . 684; according to Ohang Hsing-Jang it is the present Pai-yai-yi 
post, p. 108; Pe:l.liot says, "Pai.-yai is also written as Pai -yen ... Now 60 li 
east of Chao Chou (present Feng Yi)"; p. 146. 

147 "It is the old city lying 15 li to the north of presen~ Men8-hud', 
4 
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See Pelliot, p. 146. 
148 Pelliot thinks that the pass below Erh Hai had the ancient name 

of Lung.-wei, and the pass above was known as Lung-shou. These names 
may be translated as Dragon's Tail and Dragon's Head respectively. But 

the exact position cannot be ascertained. See Pelliot, p. 147. 
149 Present Ta-li-fu, west of Erh Hai. 
150 See Pelliot, p. 148. 
151 Prof. Cha~ Hsing-Jang says, "The prefect~re city of,. Yung-c_h'anf 

was founded dunng the Eastern Han period. Durmg the Ch mg penod it 
was called Yung-ch'ang-,fu, and is the present Pao-shan hsien;" See p. 109. 
Pelliot writes, "If one wishes to g,o to Yung-ch'ang he wtill have to cross first 
the district-bridge of the Mekong river." See Pelliot, p. 148. 

1 52 To the south of the city of Yung-ch'ang-fu. 
153 In present Johore State? See Pelliot, pp. 74-75. 
1 54 The ~act location of this place cannot be ascertained. Prof. Chang 

Hsing-Jang thinks that "it may be placed to the west of Nu-chiang river, 
near the present T'•eng-yiieh." He further· says, "According to present maps, 
from the An-ning hsien in the west of Chen-ch'ih one could go towards 
west to Ta-li; going further from Ta-li to Yung-ch'ang, T'eng-yileh and 
Kan-yai could enter Bhamo of Burma. This was the courier's route. Chia 
Tan's record mentions of this place. This route must have been used · by 
merchants in remote ancient times for the intercour.;e between Chen--tu and 
India. The bamboo stick of Kwantung and silk of Szu-ch'uan seen by 
Chang Ch'ien in Bactria must have gone to the West through this 
commercial route ... " See p. 109. 

155 Burma. See TIIY, pp. 1794-1795. 
156 W an~kung: M eng-kung, on the western bank of M an-li-k' ai river. 

There is also the river M eng-kung which is an affluent of Man-li-k'ai. See 
OHITTSL, p. 109. 

1 57 ? 
158 ? 

'"" Must be indicating the mountain ranges west of Burma and bordering 
East India. 

160 See note 34 above . 
• 

101 Pelli~ identifies it with the river Krateya; p. 149. Prof. Chang 
Hsmg-Jang identifies it with Brahmaputra or Ya-lu-tseng-pu river. See 
CHCTSL, p. 110. 

162 
Pw:i«Jravardhana; see Watters, p. 184(11). 

16s Kajangala ? 
104 The Ganges. 
1 65 See note 73 above. 
'"" Present T 'eng Heng city. During the Ch'ing period it came to be 

known as T 'eng-yiieh. See CHCTSL l lO 
167 ? ' ' p. ' 
108 ? 

I 
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ioo lrawadi ? 
liO ? 
171 According to Prof. Chang Hsing-Jang it refers to Man-li-k'ai river; 

see CHCTSL, p. 110. 
172 Pelliot identifies it with Manipura; but Prof. Feng Oh'eng-chiin 

identifies it with Dakshina-Bharata, (South India). See CHB, p. 9. 
173 See no!e 34 above. 
174 Brahmal)a, i.e. India. 



ADDITIONAL NOTES 

I. WANG HS-OAN~TS'E 

Wang Hsiian-ts'e visiitedi India for the first time in the -third month of 
A.D. 643, with Li Yi-piao as the Chief Envoy and himself as the Vice
envoy. Wang's second visit to India took p}aoe in A.D. 648. In A.D. 657, 
Wang again visited India. 

About Wang Hsiian-ts'e's first visit to India, Fo-tsu T'ung-chi (A 
Chronicle of Buddhism), book 39 has the following account: 

"In the seventeenth year of Chen Kuan (643), Li Yi-piao of the 
Department of Military . Supply and Wang Hsiian-ts'e, . the Magistrate of 
Huang Shui . district, were sent as envoys to the Western Region. (After) 
wandering numerous countries they reached the house of Wei-mo 
(Vimalakirti) in the north-eastern part~ of Pi-li-yu (Vaisali). Hsiian-ts'e 
measured the room with his hand which came to ten cubits square. On their 
way back they mounted the Gridhraku~ mountain and inscribed there a 
tablet recording the grandeur and virtues of the T'ang (Emperor)." 

Shih-chia Fang-chih (Second Part) has also the foll'owing record: 
".•.Recently our envoYI Wang Hsiian-ts'e measured (Vimalakirti's 

r0om) with his emblem. It was ten cubits square. This is the reason how 
(the tenn) fang chang came into being". (Fang chang came to be applied 
to rooms where the head priests lived). 

Wang Hsiiai:-ts'e's Indian Campaign took place during his second visit. 
About his third visit to Indiiai we come to know that Wang on return home 
praised before the Emperor about the Chinese monk Hsiian Chao's "honesty 
~~ vitues". The Emperor then instructed Wang Hsiian-ts'e "to go to Hsi 
Tien ~Western Heaven, i.e. India) and bring back Hsiian Chao to the capital." 
. Levy also holds that Wang Hsiian-ts'e visited India for the fourth time 
In A.D. 663. (See T'oung Pao, 1911). . 

II. RECORDS ON EXCHANGE OF ENVOYS 
BETWEEN INDIA, KI-PIN, KASHMIR AND CHINA 

a. INDIA AND CHINA 

. In th£ third month of the third year of Hsien Heng (672), South 
India sent presents of characteristic products ( of that country). (T:r'e-fu-kuei, 
book 970). 

In 
tht th

i
rd 

mo~th of the third year of T'ien Shou (692) there came 
(envoys) ro~ 

th
~ Ki~ of East India M0-Io-fa-mo (Malavarman), the King 

of West India Sh1h-lo-y1-to (Siladitya) h K" f s th I di Ch I k' , t e mg o ou n a e- ou- e-
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fa-lo, the King of North Incliia Na-na, the King of Middle India 
Ti-mo-hsi-na (Devasena), the King of Kuei Ch'e King Yen Yu who made 
presents and paid homages to the court. (Ibid.) 

In the third month c,f the second year of Hsien T'ien (713), South 
India sent an envoy to pay homage and tributes. All the barbarian tribes 
(Hsiung Nu) came to_ pay tributes. The Emperor's father gave them an 
audience at the Gate of Men-lou. (Ibid., 971"). 

In the eighth month of the second year of K'ai Yuan (714). West 
India sent an envoy with presents of characteristic products. (Ibid.) . 

In the second month of the third' year of K'ai Yiian (715) there came 
from India an envoy Ti-t'an_-hui-kan who presented characteristic products 
( of that country). (Ibid.). 

In the first month of the eighth year of K'ai Yuan (720), the Middle 
India sent an envoy to pay homage to the cooot and p~t characteristic 
products ( of that country). (Ibid.). 

In the first month of the eighth year of K'ai Yuan (720), the Middle 
India sent an envoy to pay homage to the court. (Ibid.). -

In the fifth month_ of the eighth year of K'ai Yuan, the South India 
sent an envoy and offered a panther, a five-coloured parrot, and a talking
bird. (Ibid.) . 

In the eighth montQ. of the eighth year of K'ai Yuan, on the day of 
Ting Ch'ou, (an envoy) sent byi the King . of South India paid homage 
under the Gate of Chung Shu. The envoy was sent back after treating 
him well; by the Imperial order this was quite satisfactory. He was then 
endowed with presents of brocaded cloak, gold-girdfe, a satchel ornamented 
with fish (motifs?) and seven other indispensible items. All were sent. 
(Ibid. 974). 

In the eleventh month of the eighth year of K'ai Yuan, the King of 
Sou th India sent envoy to pay, homage to the court. ( Ibid. 971 ) . 

In the eleventh month of the eighth year of K ~ai Yuan an envoy was 
sest with the Imperial order appointing the Kling of South India Shih-li-na
lo-seng-kia-pao-to-pa-mo (Sri Na.ra$Uha Potavarman) as the King of South 
India. ( Ibid. 964) . 

In the eighth year of K'ai Yuan the King of South India Shih-li-na-lo
seng-kia made requests for war-elephants and an army to fight the Arabs and 
the Tibetans etc. He also sought a name for his army. The Emperor was 

· highly pleased' and named the army as ''Viritue-cherish Anny." (Ibid. 973 
and 995). 

In the seventh month of the thirteenth year of K' ai Yuan ( 725), on 
the day of Ting and Chu, the country of Middle India sent an envoy to 
pay homage to the court. ( Ibid. 871) . 

In the sixth month of the seventeenth year of K 'ai Yuan (729) , 
Tripita;ka, Sramal)a Seng-mi-to (Sanghamitra) of North India presented 
sud Jrifics and such other medicines. (Ibid.) . 

Tn the elev~th month of the eighteenth year of K'ai Yuan (730), the 
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country of Middle India.sent an env~y to pay tributes to the court. (Ibid.) . 
In the tenth month of the nineteenth year of K'ai Yuan (731), the 

King of Middle India Yi-sha-fu-mo (Yasova~an) sent his minister the Great 
Virtuous Monk Po-ta-hsin (Buddhasena, see Note 49) to pay ho~age to the 
court and pr.esent characteristic products ( of that country). (Ibid.). · 

• In the fourth month of •the twentyfifth year of K'ai Yiia_n (937), 
Tripitaka Maha Pragna Sangha Ta-mo-ch an (?) came to ~urt and presented 
medicines of the barbarians, pei-szu-pi-chih etc., new incantation methods, 
various discourses on Siitras in Sanskrit discourses on rules governing the state 
(Kautilya's Artha-sastra?). Sanskrit ~ersioo. of books on astronomy, and 
other miscellaneous products. (Ibid.), · 

In the third month of the twentyninth year of K'ai Yuan (741), the 
Prince of the country of •Middle India Li Ch'eng-en came to · pay homage 
to the cow,t. (See Note 50). (Ibid.). , 

In the fifth month of the first year of Ch'ien Yiian (758), on the 
day of Jen ·and Shen, the King of K'ien-to-lo (Gandhara) serut his envoy, 
the leading Captain of his army T'a-h.riin-la-t'e-c~'e-pi-shih-yiian-kan. H_e 
was conferred with the title of a General and then allowed to return to his 
country. (Ibid. 976). 

b. K. I - p I· N A N D C H I N A 

~n _the ninth mooth of the first year of Chang Shau (693), ithe country 
of Kz-pzn sent an envoy to the court to pay trib1.111:es. (Ibid. 970). 

In the second month of the eighth year of K'ai Yuan (720), the country 
of Ki-pin sent an envoy to the court to pay homage. He offered a bundle 
of books on Astronomy, secret medical prescriptions, and also medicines of 
the barbarians and other products. (Ibid. 971). 

. In the ninth month of the eighth year of K'ai Yiian, the country of Ki-pin 
presented good horses. (Ibid.). 

In_ t~e ninth month of the eighth year of K'ai Yiia!I an envoy was sent 
(to K_i-pm) with the Imperial order appointing Ke-ta-la-chih-t'e-le(?) as 
the Kmg of Ki-pin. (Ibid. 964). . _ 

. In th~ t~nth month of the twentysixth year of K'ai Yuan (738), the 
Kmg of Kz-pm Wu-san-le-sa(?) on account of old age ma.de a representation 
to the Court and requested .•to establish .Fu-lin-ki-po, the eldent son by his 
it gal wife, to succeed his throne. This was granted. Fo:lin-ki-po . then 
became the K~ng of the country of Ki-pin. (Ibid.)· 

I_n ~e lihrrd month of the fourth year of T'ien Pao (745), the country 
of Ki-pin sent an envoy and presented Persian brocade-carpet for dancing. 
(Ibid. 971). 

In . the ninth month of the fourth year of T'ien Pao, Po-chun (see 
translation A. 2), the son of the King of Ki-pin, was ordered to succeed 
the throne of his father. The Imperial order said, "In the fourth year of 
Tien Pao, on the twentysecond day of the ninth month, the Imperial 
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rescript stated, 'Ah! when tributes are offered (by the countries) in distant 
places, they must be reciprocated by rich gifts and h~nours. . (You_ ~e) 
faithful and dil'igent for generations,. which are to be praised and publicised. 
You Po-chun the son of the King of Ki-pin, have inherited from the past 
to be faithful: and you have already exerted yourself to be of utmost sin':~e; 
pacify your, subordinates, and the ,two vassal states will be quiet. lnhentmg 
the old position may you pay homages to the Court from · (the place) ten 
thousand li (apart). You have remained loyal and not changed; your sincerity 
is very apparent. The sentiment (of yours) has now reached its zenith, 
this is deeply admirable. You are hereby ordered by this rescript to inherit 
as the King of Ki-pin and Wu-chang countries. As is the practice, ·you 
are conferred with the title of the Brave General Guarding the Right.' This 
is nereby dispatched." ( Ibid. 965). 

In the fifth year of T'i.en Pao (7'H>), the country of Ki-pin sent an 
envoy to the Cou11t to pay homage and present embroidered carpet for 
dancing, red salt, black salt, refined salt, olive, sudorifics, thousand-gold
creeper, glass, gold, silver and other products (of that country).. (Ibid. 971). 

In the sixth month of the seventh year of T'ien Pao (748), the country 
C)f Ki-pin sent an envoy to pay homege and tributes to the court. (Ibid.). 

In the third month of the twelfth year of T'ien Pao (753), the country 
of Ki-pin sent an envoy and presented characteristic products ( of that 
coun,try) . (Ibid.) . ..., 

In the sixth month of the first year of Ch'ien Yuan (758), the country 
of Ki-pin sent an envoy to pay homage and tributes to the court. (Ibid.). 

C. KASHMIR AND CHINA 

In the eighth month of the eighth year of K'ai Yuan (720), (the Emperor) 
sent ~ ei:iv~y with the Imperial order appointing the King of Kashmir 
C hen-t 0 -pi-li ( Chandrapic;la) as the King of Kashmir. ( Ibid. 964). 

On the day of Hsin and Mou in the third month of the twentyfirst 
year of K'ai YuaTJ (72-3), the King of Kashmir Mu-to-pi (Mukitapic;la) 
~tnt the Great Virtuous Monk Ww-li-to-nien(?) to the court to pay homage. 
As ordered by the Emperor, Wu-li-to-nien was accorded with a dinner 
hanquet in the inner palace. He was given five hundred rolls of silk. Several 
days after, he was allowed to go back to the vassal state. ( Ibid. 975). 

In the fourth month of the twentyfirst year of K'ai Yuan, the Imperial 
orde~ of the. appointment of Mu-to-pi, the King of Kashmir, as the King 
of his own km~d?m _-:,vas made. The Imperial order stated, "In the twenty
first year _of Kaz Yuan, the order of the year being Kuei and Yu, fourth 
mo~th, _ Ting and Yu, Suo, fifth day, Hsin and Ch'ou, the Emperor approved 
and said 'Ohl Y M -'t • h K' · ' . · ou u 0-p1, t e mg of Kashnur for generations you 
owe allegiance and h b · d ( · ' . ave su m1tte to our authonty); and in spite of 
distance that ~part us, you have e:xpres.sed sincerity and siteadfastness. You 
cbserve the Rite by sending tributes; as a distant vassal' state of ours you 
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have been favoured with our trust. Time has (the demand) tha,t the new 
should replace the old; your elder brother has died and you have now 
secceeded him. Protect the hills and streams in your territory, lead your 
subjects ably. The country must have a system, simplicity should preferably 
be the common usage. Won't you do your best (to achieve it)? Now (I) 
order you to be the King of Kashmir. Accept the order of appointment 
respectfully.' This is hereby dispatched." (Ibid. 964). 

" 
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l. ARRANGEMENTS . OF CHINESE TEXTS 

The Chinese texts of the Chiu T'ang Shu have been arranged in this 
appendix in the order as they appear in chapter II (Translation). The 
accounts of !ndia and Ki-pin in the Hsin T'ang Shu, which have not been 
translated in the preceding chapter, have been placed before and after the 
text on Magadha respectively. But, additional infonnation on India and 
Ki-pin mentioned in the· Hsin T'ang Shu but not in the Chiu T 'ang Shu have 
been translated in the . 'Textual Notes: in appropriat~ places. 

' 

The following is the order of Chinese texts: 

A. Chiu T'ang Shu chiian 198 

1. T'ien-chu 

2. Ki-pin 

3. Records · on Narayana-
samin and Lokaditya 

B. Hsin T'ang Sl iu chuan 221 
I. T'ien-chu 
1. Mo-kie-t;a 

II. Ki-pin 
2. Ke-shih-~i 
3. Chia Tan's Record on 

Two Routes from South 
China to lndi;l 

(I) 

fol. 1 Ob-l 2b 

fol. 12b-13a 

fol. 6b chuan 84 
I 

fol. l ~15a 

fol. 15a-;16b 
I 

fol. 16a chuan 221 (I) 

fol. . 7b--8a chi.tan 221 (II) 

fol. 17b-18a chuan 43 (II) 
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-Chinese Text: Chiu T'ang Shu, chiian 198, fol. 10b 

•• t ' I 

·. •. 

A.1 
f e d c ' ' b . a 
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-Textual Notes: fol. 10b 

A. 1. India 

a toe: TT: "T'ien Chu was contacted during the Later Han (A.D. 
25-220). During the Fonner Han (B.C. 206-A.D. 23) it was known 
as the country of Shen-tu. It lies to the west of Kao-fu (Kabul) King
dom of Yiie-chih, towards the south it reaches the West Ocean, 
towards the east it reaches P'an-k'i (Banga); all belong to Shen-tu. 
Although the countries vary in size, they are collectively named as 
Shen-tu. Its capital is (situated) by the side of the Heng-ho (the 
Ganges), another name of which is Kia-pi~li ho. In the barbarians' 
tongue the Ling-ching mountain is called as Ch'i-tu-chiieh (Gridhra
kuta). The mountain has a stone which looks like a vulture. At 
that time all ( these 1>laces) belonged to Yiieh-chih. Yiieh-chih 'killed 
its King and established the general and ordered ·him to rule its 
people ... It b_ said that the country produces lion, panther, monkey, 
camel and rhinocerous. There are red beads which look like mica, 
the colour is . brown. The broken ones are as thin as cicada wings. 
Collected together they look like floating grains of sands. Tltere 
are diamonds which look like brown quartz. . . ( There are) tortoise
shell, copper, iron, lead, pewter, gold-embroidered brocades, cotton, 
wool. There are also , perfumes like sandalwood, coppers etc. 
Sugarcane is abundantly grown ( in this country). (There are also) 
jacli-fruits, pepper, ginger and black salt ... 

cl2 rr PN 148:f.llh.£15 at. 
£9 ~ PN 148:f.llb.£3 rt 
f21 it PN 148:f.llh.c21 ,{tt 
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-Chinese Text : fol. lla 

m I k j i h g 'I c d c b a 



TEXTUAL APPENDIX 

-Textual Notes: fol. Ila 

d25 to 11 ·:TT: "It · (India) exchanges merchandise on the sea with 

the Roman Empire and An-hsi." 

f:TT: "People are weaker than those of Yiieh-chih." 

39 
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-Chinese .Text: . fol. llb 

m I k j i h g "f e d c b a , 
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-Textual Notes: fol. Uh 

d20-21 tlft. ~ PN 148:f.12a.14-15 J-__ • 

g22-30 : PN writes :E, 
(King) before "Ah-lo-na-hsiin". 

6 
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~Chiµe~ Text: Joi. 12a 

m I k j i h g ,, f e d c . b a 



TEXTUAL APPENDIX 

-Textual Notes: fol. 12a 

a24-28 > i. ~. ·-f!f='JI JJ~ HTS fol.15a.all-15 Rather come here as 
a captive! 

a29 to bl9: not in HTS; see HTS (text) fol.14b.ml4 to fol.15a.a15. 

" 

43 
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-Chinese Text : Chiu T'ang Shu, chiian 198, fol. 12b 

A2 
m I k j i h g " f e d c b - a 
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-Textual Notes: fol. 12h 

A2 Ki-pin 

£11-16 " .. . 12,200 Ii . . . ": HTS fol.16a.bl3-17 writes" . .. 12,000 Ii .:." 
h9-i3 "In the eleventh year of Chen Kuan ... " HTS fol.16a.d9-14 

does not mention the year. 

Kl0-12 "At the beginning of Lung Suo ... " HTS fol.16a.il4-16 writes 

"At the beginning of Shen Lung (705) .. . " 
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-Chinese Text: fol. 13a 

c b a, 



TEXTUAL APPENDIX 

-Textual Notes: fol. 13a 

a26 to bl-2 "He was also conferred with the title of 'Brave General 

Guarding the Left'." Not mentioned in HTS fol. 16a after b5. 

47 
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-Chinese T~xt: Chiu T'ang Shu, chiian 841 fol. 6b 

A 3. 
f e d c _,, b a 



TEXTUAL APPENDIX 

..:_Textual Notes:. fol. 6b 

A 3. Lokaditya and Narayanasvamin 

T'ang Hui-yao has the following parallel accounts : 

"Li Fan said (to .T'ang Hsien Tsung), 'During the last year of 
Chen Kuan (650) there was .a barbarian monk who .came from 
India to China. He claimed to be able t~ make medicine for 
prolonghig life. The . Emperor believed it +d treated him well. 
The medicine was · prepared after severa;l years. Trying it, 
Emperor Wen fell ill all on a sudden. Gra<Jually ( his life) came 
to an end; the MinTh'ters all knew (the reasoh) of it. Accordingly, 
they wanted the barbiµian put to death. This was stopped as it was 
considered that the barbarians might laugh .at it. This has been 
recorded in the national history to serve as a . warning.' .. .'' (THY, 
chiian 52, p. 899) · · 

" ... At that time (648) came its (India's) thamataurge Na-lo-mi-po· 
sa-min who claimed himself to be two hundred years old. He said 
that he knew the technique of prolonging life . . The Emperor was very 
modest towards him and accommodated him in\the Chin-piao Gate to 
prepare the medicin?. i ?h'';" Tun-Ii, the- Chi<:£/ Minister of War, was 
ordered to attend hilq. Messengers were sent , throughout the world 
to collect strange plants and all sorts of ll)inerals. After several months 
and years the medicine was prepared. But, \ it was not effective. 
Later on he was sent back to his own country.'( 

7 

t 
(THf, chiian 100, p. 1787) 

I 
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~Chi.n~e Tex.t: Jlsip. T'ang Shu, chilan 221 {I), fol. 13b 

B I. 
e d c " b a 



-Textual Notes: fol. 13h 

B. I. India 

b5-13 "It is situated to the south of Ts'ung-ling and has an area : of 
30,000 Ii" CTS fol. 10b. a14-26 wrongly mentions the situation of 
India as "to the north-west of Ts'ung-ling." 
e6-18 "The capital is called Ch'a-pu-ho-lo city; it lies on the nortb~m 
hank of the Kia-pi-Ii river." Not in CTS. : 

51 
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-Chinese Text: fol. 14a 

m I k j i h g " f e d c b a 



ttXTUAL . APPENDIX 

~Texfoal Notes'. fol. 14a 

a3 to c5: ''(There is) the country of She-wei (Sravasti). The country 
of Kia-mo-Ju keeps the doors (of the houses) open towards the east. 
(The country) called Kia-shih (Kashi),. or called Po-lo-nai, is also 
called Po-lo-nai-szu (Varanasi) . Among its . animals there are (a sort 
of) cows (with horns) cut short. Their colour is black . . The horns 
are slender and are four (Chinese) feet long and must be cut every 
ten days, otherwise they suffer and die. People drink its blood; it is 
said that by so doing they may live for five hundred years, such is 

the longevity of these cowss ... 

g6-14: "The women use gold, silver, · and pearl on the edge of their 
head-dress ... 

j 11-22: "They (the ,auddhists) believe in oath taking and alliance. 
By the mantras transmitted (by tradition) they are able to invoke 
the Dragon to cause clouds and rains. . .. " 

k8-9: Fu-lin: it is identified with 'Bethelhem or Byzantinum. 

See THY p. 1778. 

118 t~ m30: "The T'ang Buddhist H siian Chuang went to that country 
(India). Siladitya gave him an audience and said, 'In your country 
a sage person was born who composed a war-song for the Ch'in 
(Chinese) emperor. I request you to tell me about the person.' Hsiian 
Chuang briefly stated that (the emperor) T'ai Tsung by his divine 
valour ... 
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-Chinese Text : fol. 14b 

" 
m I k j i h g £ e d c b a 



TEXTUAL APPENDIX 

-Textual Notes: fol. 14b 

al-17: "tranquillized the disorders and put into subjugation the 
barbarians of the surrounding countries". The king was delighted and 
said, 'Let me then pay homage towards the East.' ... 
b4-15: "The emperor ordered Yiin-chi-wei Liang Huai-ching_ to lead 
an embassy to pacify (India) : . . · 

[e22 to m30: Accounts of Wang Hsuan-ts'e's Indian Campaign.] 

e22 to f21: "In the twenty-second year (648) Wang Hsiian-ts'e, the 
Chief of the Guards Protecting the Right, was sent (by th_e. emperor) 
to go to that country (India) as an envoy with Chiang Shih-jen as 
the Vice- (envoy). Siladi tya died by the time ( the embassy) reached 
there .... 
gll to ill: "Whence they were just left a few scores of cavalry to 
follow. The fighting N:sulted in a defeat (for Hsiian-ts'e), all of them 
Were exterminated; the articles offered by different countries as 
tributes were also plundered. Only Hsiian-ts'e straightened himseH 
and ran away to the western frontier of Tibet and summoned the 
troops of the neighbouring countries. · Tibet responded with one 
thousand soldiers, an~ Nepal with seven thousand cavalry. Hsiian-ts'e 
and a portion ( of his army) advanced towards the city of Ch'a-pu
~o-Io and captured it in three days .... 
122 to k3: "Ah-lo-na-hsun abandoned the country and fled. He re
assembled his scattered army and went into battle again. (Chiang) 
8hih-jen captured him and beheaded one thousand persons all told. 
~e remaining people who blocked (the passage) of the Kan-t'o~wei 
?Ver for the safety of the king's wife were attacked by (Chiang) Shih
Jen who destroyed them totally and captured the king's wife Jllld 
the · · k Pnnces. . . . . 

15 to m7: "Five-hundred and eighty towns surrendered. The king 
of Eastern India Shih-chiu-mo (Sri Kuma [ra]) sent thirty thou~d 
o~en and horses to feed the army, and also bows, swords and precious 
fnnges. The country of Kia-mo-lo presented extraordin~ry products 
and a map ( of the country) to the emperor; he also requested £qr a 

hs~tue of Lao Tzu. Hsiian-ts'e seized Ah-lo-na-hsi.i.n and presented 
1m bef ,, · · ore the emperor. 
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_:_Chinese Text : fol. 15a · 

B. 1 

m I k j i h g " f e d c b a 
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·..:_Textual Not::s: fol. 15a 

[al-22 (contd.) Wang Hsiian-ts'e's Indian Campaign.] 

-all-15 Rather come here as captive! CTS fol. 12a. 24-28 

[a23 to h2: Accounts of Narayanasvamin and Lokaditya.] 

c8 to h2 : "There were also messengers who went to all the kingdoms 
of the Po-Io-men (BrahamaI)a). It was said, 'The Sacred Water Pan
ch'a comes out of a stone trough; stone statues of men are there to 
guard it. There are seven kinds of water; some are hot and others cold. 
(The hot water) !lis5olves plants and metals; if a man puts his hand 
into it, it is mutilated at once. (The water) ~ (therefore), drawn with 
camel's skull and poured into a gourd. There is a tree called chii-lai
lo; its leaves are like those of the pear trees. It grows on the slope of 
a rugged mountain the front of which is guarded by a viper lying in 
a hollow. One who wishes to collect the leaves shoots arrows aiming 
the branches, the leaves then fall and are carried off by the birds in 
their mouth; again, arrows are shot at them and leaves thus obtained.' 
Such were the sorts of his cunningness. In the end his device was not 
tried; the emperor c'ommanded ( to arrange) his return. He could not 
go (back home) as he died at Ch'ang-an. In the time of Kao Tsung 
one Lu-ka-yi-to, an inhabitant of Wu-ch'a in Eastern India, having 
knowledge of similar art also came ( to the court}. He was conferred 
the title of The Great Military Commander Cherishing China. ... 

57 

~5-6 "7" ~ (two years); PN f. 13a. 017-18 _.::: ~ (three years} 

122 ~o J~2: The envoy (of South India) said, 'All the barbarians 
consider 1t ~ ho~our oiµy when they receive (from the emperor) a 
cloak.and a girdle• The emperor (thereupon) presented him a broca
d~d cloak, a l~ather girdle studded with gold, a satchel ornamented 
With fish (motifs?) and seven other indispensible items. The North 
India once paid homage (to the court)." 

B. 1. Magadha 
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" i h g f e d c b a 
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-,....Textual N~tes : fol. 151? 

d22-23 PN : fol. 13b. 126-27 ~ j ~j} (grapes). 

I - i 
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-Chinese Text: Hsin T'ang Shu, Chiian 221 (I), fol. 16a 

B.11. 
" 1 k j i · h g f e d c h a · 



'I'EX.TUAL, APPENDIX 

-Textual Notes: fol. 16a 

B.11. Ki-pin 

' ' 

bl-6: "Ki-pin is the country of Sui-ts'ao .... " The -identification of 
Sui-ts'ao with Ki-pin is a mistake. See THY, p. 1753. · 

b20 to cl: "In its south at a distance of three thousand li is the ( coun
try) of She-wei. The, king dwells in Hsiu-hsien city .... " 

cl9 to d20: "In the second year of Wu-te (619) it sent an envoy 
with tributes of precious girdles, gold locks, (cup for drinking) icicles, 
vinegar, and big pears like sour dates. In the middle of the reigning 
era of Chen-kuan it presented renowned horses. T'ai Tsung said to his 
Chief Minister, 'Since my enthronement I heard it said that the 
Emperor wished to glorify his army to contain the barbarians in four 
corners (surrounding countries). It was only Wei Cheng who advised 
me to cultivate civil virtues to bring peace in China; when there is 
peace in China the distant people will submit. Now, peace prevails in 
the world; the rulers and chiefs of the barbarians in the surrounding 
countries come to present tributes. Such is the vision of (Wei) Cheng.' 
(The Emperor) conferred the State Title on Ho-ch'u-lo.pa etc., made 
generous gifts and also asked ( their king) to pacify India. When (Ho)· 
ch'u-lo-pa reached Ki-pin, the King faced towards the east and 
repeatedly kotowed with reverence. He also sent to India an envoy 
who was respected by the people. . . .'' 

i14-16 Shen-lung ch'u: see CTS 198:fol. 12b. kl0-12. 

k20 ~ , PN fol. 13b. nl j\c_ 
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-Chinese Text i Hsin T'ang Shu, chuan 221 (II), fol. 7b 

B.2. 
" j i h g fed c b a 



TEXTUAL APPENDIX · 63 

---Te,(tual Notes: fol. 7b 

B. 2. Kashmir 

a26 ~ , PN fol. 8a. jl ~ 



64 INDIA AND KASHMIR 

-Chinese Text : fol. 8a 

b "a 



TEXTUAL APPENDIX 65 

-Textual Notes: fol. 8a 

' -



66 INDIA AND KASHMIR 

-Chinese Text: Hsin T'ang Shu, ch~an 43 (~I)-,-fol. Uh 

" j i h g f e 

-n. 3. 
d c - b a 



TEXTUAL APPENDIX 

-Textual Notes: fol. 17b 

B.3. Chia Tan's- Record on Two · Routes from · South China to 
India. 

d13-15 ~ # f=Ji1 , P~ fol. 17b. g3-5 ~ #:Fl;J, 
. ' . 

g16 · X , not in PN fol. 17b. k5 · 

122-24 :t ~ ~ , PN fol. 17b. m13-15 

67 
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-Chinese Text.: fol. 18a 

h g f e ~ c b a 



TEXTUAL APPENDIX 69 

-Textual Notes : fol. 18a 

Accounts of the Routes. to India ends in hll. 

-., 



TABLE OF THE RULERS OF T'ANG DYNASTY 

Dynastic Title 

Kao Tsu 
T'ai Tsung 
Kao Tsung 

Accession 
. ·A.b. 

618 
627 
650 

Chung Tsung 684 
Jui Tsung 684 
Wu Hou 684 
[ The Empress Wu usurped the 
Throne and adopted the dynastic 
title of Chou instead of T'ang]. 

Chung Tsung 
( resumed the Throne) 

Jui Tsung 

Hsuan Tsung 

Su Tsung 

Tai Tsung 

710 

713 

756 

763 

Title qf Eeign & Year of Adoptip_n 
~ . A~ 

Wu Te 
Chen Kuan 
Yung Hui 
Hsien Ch'ing 
Lung Suo 
Lin Te 
Ch'ien Feng 
Tsung Chang 
Jlsien Heng 
Shang Yuan 
Yi Feng 
Tiao Lu 
Yung Lung 
K'ai Yao 
Yung Ch'un 
Hung Tao 
Szu Sheng 
Wen Ming 
Kuang Chai 
Ch'ui Kung 
Yung Ch'ang 
Tsai Ch'u 
T'ien Shou 
Ju Yi 
Ch'ang Shou 
Yen Tsai 
Cheng Sheng 
T'ien,.ts'e Wan-Sui 
Wan-Suli T'ung-ti;.en 
Shen Kung 
Sheng Li 
Chiu Shih 
Ta Tsu 
Gh'ang An 
Shen Lung 

ChiIJg Lung 
Ching Yun 
T'ai Chi 
Yen Ho 
K'ai Yuan 
T'ien Pao 
Chih Te 
Ch'ien . Yuan 
Shang Yuan 
Pao Ying 
Kuang Te 
Yung T'ai 
Ta Li 

618 
627 
650 
656 
661 
664 
666 
668 
670 
674 
676 
679 
680 
681 
682 
683 
684 
684 
684 
685 
689 
689 
690 
692 
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694 
695 
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696 
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698 
700 
701 
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Qynastic Title 

Te Tsung 

Shun '!'sung 
Hsien Tsung 
MuTsung 
Ching Tsung 
Wen Tsung 

Wu Tsung 
Hsiian Tsung 
Yi Tsung 
l{si Tsung 

C,hao Tsung 

Chao Hsiian-Ti 
(Ai ~sung) 

RULERS OF T'ANG DYNASTY 

Accession 
A.D. 

780 

805 
806 
821 
825 
827 

841 
847 
860 
874 

889 

905 

Title of Reign & Year of Adoption 
A.D. 

Chien Chung 
Hsing Yiian 
Chen Yiian 
Yung ~e:Q 
Yiian Ho 
Ch'ang Ch'ing 
Pao Li 
T'ai· Ho 
K'ai Ch'ang 
H;ui- Ch'ang 
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Abhidharma-mah:avibhasa 
Adhistana . 
Afganistan· . 
Ah-lo-na-hsiin 

Ah-shu-ka see Asoka . 
Ah-ti-ssu-tau see Adhistana . 
Ah-yii, Ah-yii-W ang see Asoka 
Al Biruni, account of . . 
Ancient Geography of Kashmir (Stein) 
Annals of Two Han Dynasties 
An-hui . . . 
An-nan, An-nan Tu-hu Fu 
An-ning, city of . 
An-ning, district of . 
Ansaka dynasty, (Persia) 
Arabs, The • • 
Arunasva . . . 
Artha-siistra (Kautilya) 
Aooka . . . 

Bactria, Chang Ch'ien in 
Bagchi, P. C. . 
Baltistan see Po-lu 
Bamiyan 

INDEX 

Banga . . • . , • 
Baramulapura, B.u-amula see V arahamula 
Beasley, B. · G. . . 
Bengal 
Bethalhem 
Bhamo . 
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan 
Bhiratha 
Bias, river . 
Blue Annals, The 
Bodhi tree . . • 
Bolor, Bolur, see Po-lu (Po-Hi) 
Brahmaa;ia . . . . 
Brahmaputra . . . . 
Brahmin, a thousand disciples under 
Brave General Guarding the L eft 
Buddha, scufp of . 
Buddhasena, 
Buddhist monk 
Buddhist texts in Chi~ese 
Buddhist tradition 
Bunna · 
Byzantinum 

Cambodia . . . 
Candy, boiling method of . . 
Cashmere brocade 

, 7 
7 
6 . 
3-5; vassal of §iladitya, 11; model 
of, 12; encounter with Wang Hsiian-

,, ts'e, 23; 41; 55 
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12 
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8 
26, 154-155, 
53 

20 n. 5 
15 
10 

159 nnn. 

Cba,.lo-ch'i-p'a-lo-po Cha-lou:k'e-fa:lo see 
Chalukya,.Vallabha (King of So~th India) 

Ch'a-pu-ho-1.b . 4; 21 ru 28; 51; 57 
12; 21 n. 40 Chalukya-V allabha 

Champa 
Chandrapi4a, 

20 ' n. 6 
• 17; 23 n. 100; 31 
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Ch'an-lien, ·river 
Chang Ch'ien . . . 
Chang-chich-p'a Chang-ch'iu-p'a see Sikkim 
Chang, Hsing-l~ng . . 

Chang Shou 
Chang Yi 
Ch'ang-an 
Chao Chou 
Chao-ling . . . . . 
Ch'ao-San_-Tai-Fu, Wang Hsilan-ts'e's 

appomtment as . 
Chattopadhyaya, Sudhakar 
Chavannes, Edourd . 

Che-tung, city of . 
Chen-chih . . 
Chen Kuan · . . 
Chen-t'o-lo-pi-li, (King of Kashmir) · see 

ChandrapiQa . . 
Chen-tu . . . . 
ch'en, interpretation of the term 
Ch'en-to-pi-li, see Chandrapida 
Ch'en Yiiah . 
Chi-pin . . 
Ch'i-li-chih, see Kshatriya 
Ch'i-tu-chuelf 
Chia Tan,; record of 

Chia-yang-pu . 
Chiang-ch'uan hsien . 
Chiang, Shih-jen . . 
Chiao-chih, see C.OChin-China . . 
Chief of the Guards Protecting the Right 
Chien-nan, land of . . . 
Chien-{'u-lo, see Gandhara 
Ch'ien Yuan (Emperor) 
Chin-ning-yi, post of . 
Chin-piao Gate 
Ch'in Emperor 
China 

Chinese Annals . . 
Ch!nese characters, pronunciation of 
Chinese Dynastic Histories · 
Chinese envoy . . 
Chinese historiography . 
Chinese official! records 
Chinese texts, arrangem~nts of 
~ng Lung . . 
Ching Yun 
Ch'ing period 
Chiu T'ang Shu 

Chronicle of Buddhism . . . 
Chu-su-mo-pu-lo, Chu-shu-chieh-pu-lo, 

see Kusamapura . . . 
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26 n. 154 

2; 4; note on Ki-pin 6; observations 
on Li Hsii's record 20 n. 13; 21 n. 
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ch'ang and on location of Lo-ch'eng 
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26 n. 154 
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18-19; 26 n. 156; 66-69 (Chinese 
text and textual notes) 
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11· 49 
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31· 49· 61 
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1 
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35 
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1 · 5 · 9 (India)· 13 (Ki-pin); 14 
(lokJclitya and ' Niirayanasvamin) ; 

· 36; 36-44 (India, text an9 textual 
notes) ; 44-4'7 (Ki-pin, text and tex
tual notes) ; 48-49 (Lokiiditya and 
Niirayanasvamin, text and textual 
notes) 
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7.6 INI>IA ANJ> .KA$llMi1l 

Chu-ko-liang 
Chu-kuei Chou . . . . . 
Ch'u Chiin · (Miruster of Kao Tsung) _ 
Ch'ui, Tun-Ii : • 
Chung Ch'ing Chou . 
Chung Shan, legend of .• 
Chu-lai-lo • • • 
Chu-we~ Chu-ho-yeu-na 
Ch'il-chiang, river 
Cochin-China . . 
Crime, forms of punishment 

Dakshina-Bharata 
Dardrai, Dards 
Darel, river • 
Dav.aka · • 
Deo-ther dMar-po 
Deb-ther Snom-po . 
Department of Military Supply 
Devasena 
Dionysios . 
Dragon's Head 
Dragons's pool 
Dragon's Tail . . 
Duke of Shu, legend about 

East India . 

Eastern Han (Dynasty) 
En-lou-hsien 
Erh Hai 

Fa Hsien 
Fang chang 
Fang Shih . 
Fei-to (P'ei Tu) 
Feng Chou . 
Fen.g-hsien . 
Feng, Ch'eng-chiin 

Feng Yi . 
Five-coloured parrot . . . . . 
Five-Indias (Indies) . . . , . 
Five routes to T'u-fan (Tibet), control of . 
Fo-tsu T'ung-chi . · 
Former Han (Dynasty) 
Fou-_tung, mountain . 
Fu-lin 
Fu-l~n-ki-~ (King of Ki-pin) 
Fu-l1ang, nver 
Fu-nan 

Gandhara . 
Garigii, Ganges, The 

Gate of Chun11 Shu 
Gate of Men-lou 
Goddess of the Forest . 
Gos lo-Isa-bag Zon-nu-dpal 

18.; 19 
18 
14 
11; 49 . 

. l8 
11 
57 
8; 15; 23 
18 
9; 18; 20 n. 15 
10 

" 
27 n. 172 
6 
23 . n. 84 
4 
5 
5 
28 
33; 21 n. 42, 29 
6 
26 
17 
26 n. 148 
11 

9; gifts from 12; contiguous with, 
16; 18; boundary_ of, _19; bordering, 
26 n. 159; King of, 55; 57 
26 n. 151 
18 

, 26 : n. 148 

1; .Reco~ds of · Buddhist Countries, 6 
28 
11 ' 
20 n. 19 
18 
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(identification, of Ta-ch'in· Po-lo-men) 
21 n. 32; 27 n. 172 
25 n,. 146 
29 
9; 20 n. 3 
17 
28 
7· ·37 
18; 24 0: 124 
53 
30 · 
25 ·n. 1:J6 
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7: 30 
18; 20 n. 9; 23 n. 77; 37; 26 n. 164; 
37 
29 
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INDEX-

Great Military Commander Cherishing China 
Great Virturous Monk Po-ta-hsin- , · 
Greater Yiieh-chih 
Gridhrakuta, . mountain 

Hai-fang 
H ai-ho-li, river 
Han (Dynasty) 
Han Shu . ·- . 
Hanging Mountain . . 
Harsha, see Harsha-vardhana . 
Harshapura . . , . 
Harsha-vardhana 
Hazara : . . . •. 
Hei-shan, mountain · 
hen ( interp:etation- of) . 
Heng-ho, nver, see Ganga 
Hepthalites 
Herodotus 
Hidda, Hilla 
Hindukush, the . . • • , . 
Hi;ftory and Culture of the Indian People 
H!story of Han ·Dynasty . . . 
H!story of Wei (accounts of Ki-pin) 
H1stxmography . . . ' . · 
Hiuan-tsang, see Hsiian Chuang · . · 
Ho-chu-lo-pa, State title of · • · 
Ho-lo-cha-pu-lo, see Harshapura 
Ho-nei, (Hanoi) · 
Hsi-fan . . ~, 
Hsi-ch'iang tribes 
H si-li, city of 
Hsi-l9, city of 
Hsi T'ien . 
Hsi Yii . . . 
Hsi Yii Chi (Hsiian Chuang) 
hsien · ( meaning of-) . 
Hsien Oh'ing (Emperor) 
Hsien Heng (Emperor) 
Hsien T'ien (Emperor) 
Hsin Po 

Hsin T'ang Shu 

Hsing-yiin-hu . . 
Hs!u-hsien, Hsiu-hsien-to-tu, city of 
Hsnmg Nu . 
Hsii Chou . · 
Hsuan Chuang . 
H~an Chao (in India) : 
Hs~an-tsa.ng see Hsuan Chuang 
Hs~an ,;sung (Emperor) . 
fHTs~an-t~ e see Wang Hsiian-ts'e 

sun-hs,en 
Huai-Hua Ta-Chi~ng-Chiin · 
Huan g-chih-kuo 
Huan:i:-Shui, the Magistrate of 
Hung Lu, department of 

. 
' .. 

23 n. 72; 57 . 
30 
22 n. 55 
28; 37 

24 -n. 118 
18 . 
6 
7 
24 .n. 1.27 

17; 24 n. 114 
2-5; 21 n. 20 
24 n. 112 
18 
21 . n.19 

8 
6 
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17; 24 n. 114 
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15 
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20 n-. 18 
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21 D. 21 
13 
28 
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l; 3-5; 15-16 (Magadha) ; i·7 (Kash
mir) ; _ 18-19 (Chia Tan's _Record); 
50-56 (India, texts and textual· notes); 
56-60 (Magadha., texts and textual 
notes) ; 60-61 ( Ki-pin,, tex_ts and 
textual· notes)· 62-65 ,Kashmir, texts 
and textual 'notes); 66-69 (Chia 
Tan's Record\ te,its and . textual notes) 
25 .n. 139 
7; 13; 61 
29 . 
25 .n. 131 
1; .6-8 ; 53 
22 n. 69; 28 

12 ; 22 n. 50" 

7 
14 
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28 
17; 24 n. 108 
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India 

. . . Indian Antiquary 
Indian Campaign see 
Indus 

Wang Hsiian-ts'e 

Irawadi 
Ishi Zawa (Japanese 
Jalalabad . 
Johore State 
Ju-p'ing . . 
Julien, M.S. . 
Jung Chou, land of 
Jung Chou Ta-tu-Fu 

Kabul . 
Kac:mirian tirthas 
K'ai Yuan 
Kajangala 
Kama.rupa 
Kan-t'o-wei 
Kan-yai 
Kanauj 
KaiichipUTa 
Kan T'ang Chou 
Kanishka 
Kansu 

cartographer) 

Kao-ch'ang, see Turfan 
Kao-fu see Kabul 
Kao T sung ·(Emperor) 
Kapi1a 
Kiishi 
Kashmir 

Kaspatyros . 
Kaspeiria., Kasperoi 
Kasvira . . . . . 
Ke-chu-wen-lo, country of . . 
Ke-shih-mi, K'e-shin-mi-erh, see Kashmir 
Ke-mo-lu, country of see Kamariipa 
Ke-ta,.lo-chih-t' e-le ' . 
K'e-see-wei-la see Kasvira 
Ki-pin 

Ki-shih-rili-lo see Kashmir 
Kia-lo-tu, ri~er . . 
Kia-mo-lu, Kia-mo-po Kia-mo-lo-po, see 

Kamariipa . 
K ia,.ni-kia 
Kia-pi-li, river · · · 
K~';-Pi-she, Kia-pi-~hih, ;ee K~pisa 
K 1en-to-lo see Gandhara 
Ko-chieh-chih (King of Ki-pin) 
Ko-lo-ta-chih-t'\l),lo 
K'o-chia, K'okia, K'o(nikia s~e Gaiiga 
Krateya . 
Kshatriya 
Kucha 
Kuang-hsi, province 

~ 

1-5; accounts of, 9-12; two routes to, 
18-19 ; 20; 22; 27; Wang Hsilan ts'e's 
visit to, 28; India-China, exchange 
of envoys, 28.-30; 39; 5 7; 61; 69 

20 ii. 12 

24 n. 112 
26 n. 169 
4 

· 211 n. 35 
26. n. 153 
18 
1; 3 ; 8; 20 n. 
18 
25 n. 143 

37 

12; 20 n. 19; 21 n. 19 

8 
12-13; 15 ; 17; 29; 30-31 
26 I). 163 
21 n. 34 
l; 2 
26 n. 154 
2; 4 
1; 2 
24 n. 
6 
20 n. 

14 ; 57 
6-7 

124 

19 

53 
2; 6; accoun~ of, 17 ; 20; 23-24; 
exchange of envoys, 31-32; 35; texts 
and textual notes, 62-65 
6 
&-7 
6 
18 

30 

2; 5; 6-9; accounts of, 13; exchange 
of envoys, 30-31 ; 35; texts and tex• 
tual notes, 44-47 (CTS), 60-61 
(HTS) 

18 

7 
37; 51 

13 
13 

26 n. 161 
9 · 20 n. 12 
4' 
25 n. 128 



Kuei-chou 
Kuei-ch'e 
K,uei Hua . 
Kulinda tribes 
K'un-chou . • 
K'un-ming, province of 
kung (meaning of) 
Kushan . 
Kusumapura : . 
Ku-tu, Ku-tu-ku.o, Khotal 
Kwangtung, bamboo sticks of 
Kylindrine 

Lake Volur . 
Lama, C. R. : . : : : 
Lao Tzu ( a request for the statue of) 
Later Han (Dynasty) · · 
Laws of Brahma . 
Uvy, Sylvain 

Li, Ch'eng-en (Prince of South India) 
Li Fatl . . . . . 
Li-na-lo-kiarto . . 
L~-shih_-ch' eng, city of . 
L1-shuz-lung-chiian river . 
Li, Yi-piao, envoy' of the T'ang C~urt 
L~ang! Huai-ching; Liong Huai-ching 
Lm-yi 
Lin-nan . 
Ling-ching, mountain 
Ling-nan, city of 
Liu Hsii 
Lo-ch'eng 
Lokaditya 

Lo-1i-to-p'u-kia, Lolityapragna, King 
Lou-ch'i-na-na 
Lu-chou . • . 
Lu-kia-yi-to, see Lokaditya 
Lu-su-Chou 
Lu-wu Chou 
Lung Shau 
Lung Suo . 
Lung-wei, city of 

Ma Tuan-lin 
Magadha 

Mahabudhi Monastery 
Maha.padma Naga 
Mahasali rice . 
Ma-ho-po-lo-to-mo 
Majumdar, R. C. 
Malavannan 
Man-li-k'ai, river 
Man Shu . 
Manipura · . 
Manglaur . 
mantras . 
Mekong river 
M eng-chien-li 
Meng-hua 
Meng-kung 

INDlP{ 79 

24 n. 115 
.. 29 

12 
6 
25 n. 143 
25 n. 141 
21 n. 21 
8 
15; 29 n. 75 
15; 23 h. 87 
26 n. 154 
6 

7 
5 
12; 55 
37 
10 
1 · 4 · 6· identification of Pa-lo-wu-

. 1:-pu~lo, '23 n. 19; 28 
12; 30 
49 
12 
19 
19 
10; 28 
3· 55 
9' 
25 n. 137 
37 
18 

18 
aCCQunts of, 14; 22 n. 69; texts & 
textual notes, 48-49; 56-57 
16; 23 n. 91 
12 
25 n. 142 

ta 
18 
26 n. 148 
13; 45 
18; 26 n. 148 

3 
5; 10; accounts of, 15-16; 22; texts 
& textual notes, 56--60 
15 
24 n. 107 
22 n. 74 
17 
g · 4· 5 29 , 
26 n. 156; 27 n. 171; n. 1~5 
25 n. 144 
27 n . 172 
23 n. 83 
15; 53 
26 n. 151 
15 
25 n. 147 

, 26 n, 156 
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Meng-she . . . • 
Mi'i-bdag-po Kun-dgan-do-:rJ e 
Mi-ch'eng . 
Middle India 

Mi-na-hsi-to, river, see Vitasta 
Mi-no-chiang, river . .• . • 
Mo-kia-t'a, Mo-kie-t'o see· Magadha · 
Mo-fo-chih-mo, King of East' India 
Mo-lo-fa-mo see Malavarman · . 
Monks, Indians and Chinese . · 
Muktipida, Mu-to-pi, King of Kashmir 

Nagarahara 
N agarakota, N agarkot 
Na-kia • • . 
Na-kie-to see Nagarkota 
Na.Janda . · . • • 
Na-lan-t'o see Nalanda '. . . 
Na-lo-mi-so-pi-min, N a-lo-yen-sa-pa-min 
Na-na, • • . . . 
Nan-hsiang-yun-hsien 
Nan-lung hsien 
Nan-t'ien . . . . . . 
Nirayanasvamin see Na-lo-mi-SO:pi-min 
Nepal . . . . . : 
Ni-po-lo, Ni-po-erh see Nepal . 
North Bihar · . 
North India • . . .· . 
North Vietnam . 
North Wci (Dynasty) 
Nu-chiang, 'river . • 

Old History of T'ang Dynasty 

, . 

Ou-ko, city of . • . • ·. 
Ou,-K'ung, Ou·K'oung (Chinese traveller) 
Ou-yang Hsiu . · · 
Pai-yai, Pai-yen 
Pai-yi, city of 
Pamir . . 
Pan-k'i see Ba.nga . 
Pandrethan . 
Panikkar, K. M. . 
Pan-nu-ch'a, Parnootsa 
Pao-shan hsien 
Pata]iputra · 
Pei-szu-pi-chih 
P'ei Chii . 
P'ei Tu . 
Pelliot, Paul 

18 
5 
19 
4; 9; 11; 12; dependent country_ of, 
15; 16; control of five routes to Tibet, 
17; eastern ·boundary of, 19; 20; 
29; 30 · 

19 

12 

6" 
17; 23 n. 102; 31 

23· n. 81 • 
7; 12;· 21 ' n: 35 
15· 

23. n. 80 

.:~ i}-1; f4; 21 n. 32-33 rin.;, 49 
29 
25 n. 146 
24. n. 115 
18. 

4; Tl; 21 n: 26; · 55 

4 . 
9· 12· 29· 57 
24. n.' us' 

.. 8 . 
18; 26 n. 154 

2 . 
7 
Stein's notes, 8; ·z-3.24 n. 106 
2 ' 
25 · n. 146 
18 
20 · 

.7 
2 
17; 24 n. 113 
26 n. 151 . 
17; 23 n. 76 . 
30 
10; 20 I). 19 
20 n. 19 • • • · 
l; 24 n.124; '25 n.'131;, 26 n. 148; 

Pen-na-fa-tan-na country -of see-P!m<J.r~vardhana 
Persia ' ' ' · · · · 

27 n. 172 · 

2; 7; 20 n. 8 
Petech, . -L. : . . .. : :.. . . . . 
P(-li-yil, see ValiAli !' • 

Piao-kuo, su Bunna . 
Ping-PUrShang-Shu (title of O~'u(TW1rll) 
Pir Pantsa1 . . . . ~ , • 
Po-ch"-n (Prince of Kashmir) - •· 
Po-fu-chun . . . 
Po-lin-ki-po 
Po-liu see Po-lu 

.. . ., 

1t 
24 n. 106 
30-31 
13 · 
13 · 



P l · lo-pu-lo see Po-lo-ho-lo-pu-lo, o- o-wu-
V arahamula · 

Po-lo-men, see Brahmana. v· arana!i 
Po-lo-nai, Po-lo-nai-szu see 
Po-lo, Po-lu see Bolor . 
Po-szu see Per-sia . 
Po-ta-li-tzu see Pataliputra, 
Prajyabhatta 
Prakrit 
Pravarapura . 
Pravarasena, II . 
Pravarasena, city of 
Ptolemy 
Pulikesin . . 
Pulteyblank, E. G. 
Punch see Pan-nu-ch'a 
PunQravardhana 

INDEX 

Rajapura . . • . . 
Riijatarangini (Khalhana) . · . ·) • 
Records of Buddhist Countries (Fa Hsien I d: 
Records on two routes from South Chin_a to n ia 

Kecorrts of Narayanasvami and Lokaditya ) 
Records of Western Countries (Hsiian, Chuang 
Red Annals, The 
Roerich, G. N . 
Roman empire 

Saka 
Sanskrit 
Sanghamitra 
Seng-ho-puAo, see Sirnhapura 
Scriptures, Buddhist 
Shan-chien, city . 
She-wei, see Sravasti 
Shen Lung . . . 
Shen-tu, Shen-tu-kuo . 
Shih-chi (Szu-ma Ch'ien) 
Shih-chia Fang-chih 

8 
6 
7,; 17 
7 
8 , 
6 
2 
1 

18-19; 26 n. 162 

2-1- n. 114 
8· 
6-7 
18; 35; 61 
35 
6-7 
5 
5 
9; 39 

81 

5 · 8 . · 11; 30 7; Kashmir in, 7; _sutras in, 

22 n,. 48; 29 
17 
7 
7 

45; 61 
9; 20 n,. 1; 37 
7 
28 

Shih-la-na-seng-kia • · · Sh'h r na 
Shih-li-na-lo-~g-lcia . Po-to-pa.-rnol - Na;a~im~ 

lo-seng-k1a-pao-chih-mo, see sn . 
Potavarman · · 

Shih-lo-yi-to see Siladitya 
Shu-meng-nien-li 
Siladitya . . . . 
Siddharvastu see Laws of Brahma 
Si-fan' (Hsi-fan) 
Sikkim . 
Simhapura . 
Si-yu (Hsi Yu) . 
Sino-Indian contact . . 
Sino-Indian Studies (Journal) 
Sources of Chinese Tradition 
South India 
Sravasti 
Sri Kumara 
Sri Narasinha 
Sri~ara . . . 
Sri Narasima Potavannan 
S'rong-btsen Sgom-po (King ~f Tibet) 
Stein, A . . . 
Sudarsana-pura . 
Su-ling-t'o-yi-chih, King of Po-Iii 

~~ 10; 12; 21 n. 2'0; 29; 53; 55 

20 n. 19 
15· 23 n. 89 
17; 24 n. 111 
20 n. 19 

~ 1 n. 39 ; 22 n. 45; 22 n. 45 

§; 12; 15; 27 n. 172; 28; 29; 57· 
53; 61 
55 
21 n. 43 ., 
12; 22 n. 45; 29 
4 

., 
13 
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Sui Dynasty . . . 
Sui and T'ang periods, Ki-pin of the 
Sui-ts'ao . . . 
Sui Yang-ti (Emperor) . . 
Supreme Ruler of the Universe, The 

. Szu-ch' iian 

Ta Chih Tu Ninth chapter of 
Ta Ch' in . . 
Ta-ch'in Po-lo-men, country of 
Talapatra 
Ta-li-fu . 
Ta-li-lo, . ri~er , . 
Ta-mo-yin-t o-k o-ssu 
Tantrik 
Ta-shih . 
Ta-yileh-chih . . . . 
T 'a-hsiin-la-t'e-ch'e-pi-shih-yiian-kan · 
T'ai-ho, city of . . . 
T'ai-p'ing . . 
T'ai Tsung (Emperor) 
talking-bird . 
Tamluka 
Tamralipti . 
T 'an-ch'a-shih-lo see Takshasilii 
T'ang Annals 
T'ang-chih-tun 
T'ang Chou . 
T 'ang Ch'uang Chou 
T'ang Ch'uang, district 
T 'ang Dynasty 
T 'ang Hui-yao 

T'ang Hsien-tsung (Emperor) 
T'ang rulers, family name of 
T'ang-yiieh . . 
Tao-t e-ching (Lao Tzu) 
Tc Tsung (Emperor) . 
T'eng hang, city of . 
T'eng-ts'ung, city of . 
thawnaturge see Tiintrik 
Tibet . 
Tibetan anny 
T ibetans . . . . 
T!-li-chih (Geographical Records) . 
T!-mo-hsi-na, Ti-po-hsi-na, see Devasel)a 
T1-na-fu-ti 
Ti-t'an-hui-kan, e~voy · · · 
T'ien-chu 

T'.(en-c~ing . 
T ten-Ke-Han . . 
T'ien Mu, King of Kashmir 
T'ien Pao . 
T'ien Shou · · 
To-li Chou 
Toni, valley of . 
Tou-fan, see Tibet 
T'oung Pao . . 
Tr[~. aboriginal . 
Tnp1ta ka Seng-mi-to Tripitaka Sramana 

Seng-mi-to . ' . . 
Tripi!J<a Maha Pragiia Sangha Ta-mo-chen 
T se-li-hu 
Ts 'e-fu,kuei 

20 n. 17 
6 
61 
.10; 13 
21 n. 21 
24 n. f22; 2;i 131-137. nnffi silk of, 
26 n. 154 

7 , 
.,, 20 n. 14 

19-
20 n. 16 
26 n . 149 
15 
23- n. 85 
21 n. 31 
12; 15 
13 
30 
18° 
18 
2 · 4-5· 10-12· 61 29 ' ' 
2 
2 

6; '8 
18 
25 u. 128 
18 
25 n. 128 
1 
23; on Lokiiditya and Niirayanasvamin, 
49; 53; 61 · 
49 
-22 n . 50 
26 n. 154 
12 
15 
26· n. 166 
f9' 

22 n . 68 
20 n. 19; 29 
7 

3 
29 
9; 20 n. 1 ; 23 n. 82; 35; 36-H; r,o .. 
57; 66-69 
18 
17; 21 n. 21 
17 
12 · 13 · 30 
12; 29' 
18 
U n·. 113 

28 
18 

12 
30 
25 n. 139 
28-32 



Tso-Hsiao-Wei-Chiang-Chun 
Truan-man • . 
Ts'ung-ling 
T'u-fan see Tibet 
Tung-chin; . • 
Tung-li-kuo, see Tarnralipti 
T'ung-hai-chen, town of 
T'ung-hai-hsien, district 
Tung Tien 
T'ung-ts'ao-shui 
Turfan 

Udyana 
Urasa 

Vai.sa.li 
V aramul, V a:rah~ula 
Varanasi 
VimaJa.kirti . . . 
Vice Admiral of the Right Brigade 
Virtue-cherish Army . . 
Vitasta, river 

Volur see Lake Volur 

Wang, Hsiian-ts'e 

Wang Kung, eight tribes 
Watters, Thomas 

Wei Cheng . . 
wei-fu, ( interpretation of) 
Wei-mo see Vimala.kirti 
West India 
West Ocean 
Western Heaven 
Western Region 
Wu-ch'a . . . . . 
Wu-fu-na, Wu-chang, Wu-chang-na, see 
Wu-la-shih see Urasa . . . 
Wu-li-to-nien, Great Virtuous Monk 
Wu-lu-to . 
Wu-san-t'e-lo-se, Wu-san-la-sa 
Wu Te . 
Wu T'ien-chu 
Wu-t'u 
Wu-Wei-Chang 

Ya-lu-tseng-pu, see Brahmaputra 
Yank Chou . . . 
Yang-chu-yang, city of . 
Yang Ti see SU'i Yang-ti 
Ya.fovannan · 
Yen Yu . . . 
Yi-sha-fu-mo see Yasovarman 
Yi Tsing 

INDEX 

13 , 
18; 28 n. 131. 
9; . 13 ; 20 n . . 2; 51 

23 . n. 31 

18 . 
25 . 136, .138 nn. 
37 
18 
4 

7; 22 n. 64; 23 n. 82 
24 n. 112 

28 
7 · 17 53 
28 
21 n. 23 
12; 29 
7; 24 106, 112 nn. 

83. 

Indian Campaign of, 3-5; 11-12; at 
Mahabodhi Monastery, 15 ; 21 n. 27; 
22 n. 69; 23 n. 92; 28; text on 
Indian Campaign, 55-57 
18 
22 n. 68; 23 n. 82; 24 n. 112; 26 
n. 162 
6 
21 n. 22 

9; 12; 29 
37 

28 
15; 20 n. 18 ; 28 

Wu-ch'a 7; 15; 23 n. 82; 31; 57 

31 
17 
13; 30 
10; 61 
20 n. 3 
23 n. 82 
10 

15 
18 

12 ; 22 n. 49 ; 30 
29 

1 
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ving-chieh (interpretation of) 
Yoga, practice of . 
Yu-chi Chiang-chiin . 
Yu-Shuai-Fu-Chang-Shih 
Yung-ching, Yung-ch'ang-fu 
Yurzg-pu . . 
Yiieh-chih, Kingdom of 
Yiin-chi-wei 
Yiin-nan 

INDIA AN,D KASHMm 

• 20 .n. 19 
• 10 

12 
• 11. 

18; 26 n. 151 
18; 24 n. 126 

• 37; 39 
• 55 . . ,. 

24 .116, 117 nn. ; 25131, 137, 138 nnn. 
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